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ASYMPTOTIC DIMENSION AND SMALL-CANCELLATION FOR
HIERARCHICALLY HYPERBOLIC SPACES AND GROUPS
JASON BEHRSTOCK, MARK F. HAGEN, AND ALESSANDRO SISTO
Abstract. We prove that all hierarchically hyperbolic groups have finite asymptotic di-
mension. One application of this result is to obtain the sharpest known bound on the
asymptotic dimension of the mapping class group of a finite type surface: improving the
bound from exponential to at most quadratic in the complexity of the surface. We also
apply the main result to various other hierarchically hyperbolic groups and spaces. We also
prove a small-cancellation result namely: if G is a hierarchically hyperbolic group, H ď G
is a suitable hyperbolically embedded subgroup, and N Ÿ H is “sufficiently deep” in H,
then G{ pN is a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic group. This new class provides many
new examples to which our asymptotic dimension bounds apply. Along the way, we prove
new results about the structure of HHSs, for example: the associated hyperbolic spaces are
always obtained, up to quasi-isometry, by coning off canonical coarse product regions in the
original space (generalizing a relation established by Masur–Minsky between the complex
of curves of a surface and Teichmüller space).
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Introduction
Motivated by the observation that a suitable CAT(0) cube complex, equipped with a
collection of hyperbolic graphs encoding the relationship between its hyperplanes, has many
properties exactly parallel to those of the mapping class group, equipped with the collection
of curve graphs of subsurfaces, we introduced the class of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces,
abbreviated HHS, as a notion of “coarse nonpositive curvature” which provides a framework
for studying these two seemingly disparate classes of spaces/groups.
The class of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces consists of metric spaces whose geometry can
be recovered, coarsely, from projections onto a specified collection of hyperbolic metric spaces;
the axioms governing these spaces and projections are modelled on the relation between
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ASDIM AND SMALL-CANCELLATION FOR HHS 2
the subsurface projections between the curve graph of a surface and the curve graph of its
subsurfaces, i.e., the mapping class group of a surface is the archetypal HHS (see [MM99,
MM00, BKMM12]). The hyperbolic spaces onto which one projects are partially ordered
so that there is a unique maximal element and numerous elements that are minimal in
every chain in which they appear. Relaxing the hyperbolicity requirement for these minimal
spaces, one obtains the notion of a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic space, abbreviated
RHHS. These notions are reviewed in Section 1 of this paper and a detailed discussion can
be found in [BHS14] and [BHS15].
Asymptotic dimension. The asymptotic dimension of a metric space is a well-studied
quasi-isometry invariant, introduced by Gromov [Gro96], which provides a coarse version of
the topological dimension. Early motivation for studying asymptotic dimension was pro-
vided by Yu, who showed that groups with finite asymptotic dimension satisfy both the
coarse Baum-Connes and the Novikov conjectures [Yu98]. It is now known that asymptotic
dimension provides coarse analogues for many properties of topological dimension, see [BD08]
for a recent survey. Using very different techniques a number of groups and spaces have been
shown to have finite asymptotic dimension, although good estimates on this dimension have
proved difficult in many cases: curve graphs [BF07, BB15], mapping class groups [BBF15],
cubulated groups [Wri12], graph manifold groups [Smi10], and groups hyperbolic relative to
ones with finite asymptotic dimension [Osi05].
One of our main results is the following very general result, which in addition to covering
many new cases, provides a unified proof of finite asymptotic dimension for almost all the
cases just mentioned:
Theorem A. Let X be a uniformly proper HHS. Then asdimX ă 8. In particular, any
HHG has finite asymptotic dimension.
Theorem A is proven in Section 5, where we establish the slightly stronger Theorem 5.2,
which obtains explicit bounds on the dimension.
In special cases where there is a hierarchical structure with a known bound on the asymp-
totic dimension of the various CU , we can obtain fairly effective bounds on this dimension,
as we now show in the case of the mapping class group.
Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara established finiteness of the asymptotic dimension of map-
ping class group [BBF15], but without providing explicit bounds. Bestvina–Bromberg then
improved on their prior work to obtain an explicit bound on the asymptotic dimension which
is exponential in the complexity of the surface [BB15]. Bestvina–Bromberg conjectured that
the asymptotic dimension of the mapping class group is equal to its virtual cohomological
dimension (and, in particular, linear in the complexity of the surface).
Here, using the hierarchically hyperbolic structure on the mapping class group of a surface,
constructed in [BHS15], Section 5 we show that a careful application of Theorem 5.2 yields
the following which improves the sharpest bounds from exponential to quadratic:
Corollary B (Asymptotic dimension of MCGpSq). Let S be a connected oriented surface of
finite type of complexity ξpSq ě 2. Then asdimMCGpSq ď 5ξpSq2.
For convenience, we omit from the statement the case of connected oriented surfaces of
finite type and complexity at most one (i.e., S2 with at most 4 punctures and S1ˆS1 with at
most 1 puncture); this is not omitting any cases of interest since such mapping class groups
are either finite, Z, or virtually free, and hence their asymptotic dimensions are 0 or 1.
The notion of a hierarchically hyperbolic structure plays a central role in establishing the
bound in Corollary B. Indeed, our proof of Theorem A relies on the fact that “coning off” an
appropriate collection of subspaces of an HHS yields a new HHS of lower complexity, and the
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bound we eventually obtain is in terms of a uniform bound on the asymptotic dimensions of
the hyperbolic spaces in the HHS structure, which is obtained separately in Corollary 3.3.
To establish this bound for general (relatively) hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, we gener-
alize the “tight geodesics” strategy of Bell–Fujiwara [BF07], who proved that the asymptotic
dimension of the curve graph of a surface of finite type is finite. Bell–Fujiwara’s work relies
on a finiteness theorem of Bowditch [Bow08], which does not provide an explicit bound on
the asymptotic dimension.
In the case of the mapping class group, we do not use such upper bounds. Instead, in
the proof of Corollary B, we sidestep Section 3 and the “tight geodesics” method completely
and instead use the linear bound (in terms of complexity) on the asymptotic dimension of
the curve graph provided by Bestvina-Bromberg in [BB15] when we invoke Theorem 5.2.
The structure of the proof of Theorem 5.2 allows this, and depends in an essential way
on the notion of a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Interestingly, even though the notion
of an HHS generalizes known structures in the mapping class group, the present work can
not be employed in the mapping class group case without appeal to the full generality of
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. Roughly, this is because our approach involves coning off
certain subspaces of a (relatively) hierarchically hyperbolic space to produce a hierarchically
hyperbolic space of lower complexity, enabling induction. Although this procedure keeps us
in the category of being an HHS, being a mapping class group is not similarly closed under
this coning operation.
In [BBF15], the asymptotic dimension of the mapping class group is shown to be finite
as a consequence of the fact that the asymptotic dimension of Teichmüller space T pSq is
finite. Our method gives an improved bound on asdimpT pSqq, where T pSq is given either
the Teichmüller metric or the Weil–Petersson metric:
Corollary C. Let S be a connected oriented surface of finite type of complexity ξpSq ě 1.
Then asdimpT pSqq ď 5ξpSq2 ` ξpSq.
Pre-existing bounds on the asymptotic dimension of the associated collection of hyperbolic
spaces can be used to bound the asymptotic dimension of some other HHS without recourse
to Corollary 3.3. For example, in [BHS14], we showed that if X is a CAT(0) cube com-
plex admitting a collection of convex subcomplexes called a factor system, then X admits a
hierarchically hyperbolic structure in which the associated hyperbolic spaces are uniformly
quasi-isometric to simplicial trees, and thus have asymptotic dimension ď 1. This holds in
particular when X embeds convexly in the universal cover of the Salvetti complex of a right-
angled Artin group AΓ associated to a finite simplicial graph Γ. Theorem 5.2 then provides
asdimX ď ř|Γp0q|`“0 K`, where K` ď ` is the maximum size of a clique appearing in a subgraph
of Γ with ` vertices. This reproves finiteness of the asymptotic dimension for such complexes,
as established by Wright [Wri12].
We also recover the following result of Osin [Osi05]:
Corollary D (Asymptotic dimension of relatively hyperbolic groups). Let the group G be
hyperbolic relative to a finite collection P of peripheral subgroups such that asdimP ă 8 for
each P P P. Then asdimG ă 8.
Proof. It is easy to verify that pG,Sq is a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic space, where
S consists of G together with the set of all conjugates of elements of P; each of these conju-
gates is nested in G and the conjugates are pairwise-transverse (the orthogonality relation is
empty); see [BHS15]. The result then follows immediately from Theorem 5.2. l
Quotients of hierarchically hyperbolic groups. As discussed above, the first exam-
ples of hierarchically hyperbolic groups were mapping class groups and many cubical groups
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[BHS14]; many further constructions and combination theorems were then provided in [BHS15].
In Section 6 we provide many new examples of (relatively) hierarchically hyperbolic groups,
which arise as quotients of hierarchically hyperbolic groups by suitable subgroups, using
small-cancellation techniques closely related to the theory developed in [DGO11]. In the
aforementioned paper, the authors introduced the notion of hyperbolically embedded sub-
group of a group and extended the relatively hyperbolic Dehn filling theorem [Osi07, GM08],
thereby constructing many interesting quotients of groups such as mapping class groups. In
particular, they showed that mapping class groups are SQ-universal, i.e. for every hyperbolic
surface S and for every countable group Q there exists a quotient of MCGpSq containing an
isomorphic copy of Q. Roughly speaking, we prove that Dahmani-Guirardel-Osin’s construc-
tion of quotients preserves (relative) hierarchical hyperbolicity when applied to a (relatively)
hierarchically hyperbolic group.
We say that the group H is hierarchically hyperbolically embedded if G can be generated
by a set T so that: T XH generates H, and CaypG, T q is quasi-isometric to the Ď–maximal
element of S, and H is hyperbolically embedded in pG, T q in the sense of [DGO11]. Theo-
rem E is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.2 below. The proof of Theorem E relies heavily
on the “small-cancellation” methods of [DGO11].
Theorem E. Let pG,Sq be an HHG and let H ãÑ
hh
pG,Sq be hierarchically hyperbolically
embedded. Then there exists a finite set F Ă H ´t1u such that for all N ŸH with F XN “
H, the group G{ pN is a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic group. If, in addition, H{N is
hyperbolic, then G{ pN is hierarchically hyperbolic.
Here pN denotes the normal closure of N in G. We remark that acylindrically hyperbolic
groups contain plenty of hyperbolically embedded subgroups, and in particular they contain
hyperbolically embedded virtually F2 subgroups [DGO11, Theorem 6.14]. Moreover, hier-
archically hyperbolic groups are “usually” acylindrically hyperbolic, in the sense that any
non-elementary hierarchically hyperbolic group G so that piSpGq is unbounded is acylindri-
cally hyperbolic, where S is the Ď–maximal S P S.
Theorem E provides many new examples of hierarchically hyperbolic groups, and hence,
via Theorem A, expands the class of groups known to have finite asymptotic dimension. For
example:
Corollary F. Let S be a surface of finite type and let f P MCGpSq be a pseudo-Anosov
element. Then there exists N such thatMCGpSq{xxfkNyy is a hierarchically hyperbolic group
for all integers k ě 1 and has asymptotic dimension at most 5ξpSq2.
Corollary F has an exact analogue in the world of cubical groups.
Corollary G. Let X be a compact special cube complex with universal cover rX and let G
act properly and cocompactly on rX. Let g P G be a rank-one element, no nonzero power of
which stabilizes a hyperplane. Then there exists N such that for all integers k ě 1, the group
G{xxgkNyy is hierarchically hyperbolic and hence has finite asymptotic dimension.
Since the proofs of Corollaries F and G are very similar, we only give that of Corollary G.
Proof. As shown in [BHS14, BHS15], G is a hierarchically hyperbolic group, where the top-
level associated hyperbolic space is quasi-isometric to the intersection graph of the hyperplane
carriers in rX. As shown in [Hag13], the given g acts loxodromically on this graph, and thus
the maximal elementary subgroup containing g is hierarchically hyperbolically embedded
in G, see [APMS15, Corollary 3.11] or [Hul13, Corollary 4.14] (which both refine [DGO11,
Theorem 6.8]). Finally, apply Theorem E. l
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Note that G need not be virtually special to satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary G (for
example, the non-virtually special examples of Burger-Mozes and Wise [BM00, Wis07] act
geometrically on the universal cover of the product of two finite graphs), so the corollary can
not be proved via cubical small-cancellation theory or related techniques (see [Wis]) followed
by an application of the results of [BHS14]. Stronger versions of Corollary F and Corollary G
exist, where one kills more complex subgroups.
Remark 1. After we posted the initial version of this paper, it was shown in [HS16] that any
proper CAT(0) cube complex admitting a proper, cocompact group action is a hierarchically
hyperbolic space (and the group in question a hierarchically hyperbolic group). Hence the
conclusion of Corollary G holds with the “special” hypothesis. This is also true for the
above-mentioned asymptotic dimension result.
Factored spaces. In section 2 we give a construction which we call a factored space.
Roughly, the factored space, pX , associated to a hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq is
obtained by collapsing particularly subsets of X which are isomorphic to direct products. In
Proposition 2.4 we prove that this construction yields a new HHS.
One particularly interesting consequence of this construction is the following corollary
which is a special case of Corollary 2.9. This result generalizes [MM99, Theorem 1.2] where
it is proven that the the curve graph of a surface is quasi-isometric to Teichmüller space after
collapsing the thin parts, and, also, [MM99, Theorem 1.3] where the mapping class group is
considered and the multicurve stabilizers are collapsed.
Corollary H ( pX is QI to piSpX q). Let pX ,Sq be hierarchically hyperbolic and let S P S be
the unique Ď–maximal element. Then pX is quasi-isometric to piSpX q Ď CS.
This result implies that if pG,Sq is a hierarchically hyperbolic group, then CS is quasi-
isometric to the coarse intersection graph of the “standard product regions.”
This result can be interpreted as stating that hierarchically hyperbolic structures always
arise from a coarse version of the “factor system” construction used in [BHS14] to endow
CAT(0) cube complexes with hierarchically hyperbolic structures.
Structure of the paper. In Section 1, we review basic facts about asymptotic dimension
and about hierarchical spaces and groups, including (relatively) hierarchically hyperbolic
ones. In Section 2, we introduce a coning construction which shows that the top-level hy-
perbolic space associated to a hierarchically hyperbolic space is quasi-isometric to the space
obtained by coning off the “standard product regions.” This construction, which we use in
the inductive proof of Theorem A, is of independent interest and generalizes a construction
we had originally included in the first version of [BHS15]. Finiteness of the asymptotic di-
mension of the hyperbolic spaces associated to a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic space,
is proved in Section 3. In Section 4, we prove one of the key propositions needed in the
induction argument for Theorem A. In Section 5, we prove Theorem A and its corollaries,
and finally we prove Theorem E in Section 6.
Acknowledgments. The authors thank the organizers of the conferences Manifolds and
groups (Ventotene, September 2015) and the Théorie géométrique et asymptotique des groupes
et applications (CIRM, September 2015), where our initial discussions took place. The au-
thors thank Carolyn Abbott for helpful feedback. The authors also thank the referee for
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1. Preliminaries
1.1. Background on asymptotic dimension. Let pX , dq be a metric space. There are
several equivalent definitions of the asymptotic dimension of X (see e.g. [BD11] or [BD08]
for comprehensive surveys). We say that asdimX ď n if for each D ą 0, there exist B ě 0
and families U0, . . . ,Un of subsets which form a cover of X such that:
(1) for all i ď n and all U P Ui, we have diampUq ď B;
(2) for all i ď n and all U,U 1 P Ui, if U ‰ U 1 then dpU,U 1q ą D.
A function f : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q such that for each sufficiently large D, there is a cover of X
as above that satisfies part (2) for the given D and satisfies part (1) with B “ fpDq is an
n–dimensional control function for X .
We say X has asymptotic dimension n (with control function f), when n is minimal so
that asdimX ď n (and f is an n–dimensional control function).
A family of metric spaces, tpXi, diquiPI , has asdimXi ď n uniformly if for all sufficiently
large D ě 0, there exists B ě 0 such that for each i P I, there are sets U i0, . . . ,U in of subsets
of Xi, collectively covering Xi, so that:
(1) for all i P I, all 0 ď j ď n, and all U P U ij , we have diampUq ď B;
(2) for all i P I, all 0 ď j ă k ď n, and all U,U 1 P U ij , if U ‰ U 1 then dpU,U 1q ą D.
As above, f : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q is an n–dimensional control function for tXiu if for each i, and
each sufficiently large D, we can choose the covers above so that if the second condition is
satisfied for D, then the first is satisfied with B “ fpDq.
Equivalently, asdimX ď n if for all r ě 0 there exists a uniformly bounded cover of X such
that any r–ball intersects at most n` 1 sets in the cover [BD01], and tXiu has asdimXi ď n
uniformly if for each r the covers can be chosen to consist of sets bounded independently
of i. We will use this formulation in Section 3.
We will require the following theorems of Bell–Dranishnikov:
Theorem 1.1 (Fibration theorem; [BD06]). Let ψ : X Ñ Y be a Lipschitz map, with
X a geodesic space and Y a metric space. Suppose that for each R ą 0, the collection
tψ´1pBpy,RqquyPY has asdimψ´1pBpy,Rqq ď n uniformly. Then asdimX ď asdimY ` n.
Theorem 1.2 (Union theorem; [BD01]). Let X be a metric space and assume that X “Ť
iPI Xi, where tXiuiPI satisfies asdimXi ď n uniformly. Suppose that for each R there exists
YR Ă X , with asdimYR ď n, such that for all distinct i, i1 P I, we have dpXi´YR,Xi1´YRq ě
R. Then asdimX ď n.
1.2. Background on hierarchical spaces. We recall our main definition from [BHS15]:
Notation 1.3. In Definition 1.4 below, we use the notation dW p´,´q to denote distance
in a space CW , where W is in an index set S. We will follow this convention where it
will not cause confusion. However, in Section 6, where there are multiple HHS structures
and spaces in play, we generally avoid this abbreviation. Similarly, where it will not cause
confusion, we write, e.g. dW px, yq to mean dW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq, where x, y P X , and W P S,
and pi : X Ñ CW is a projection. We emphasise that, throughout the text, e.g. dW px, yq
and dCW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq mean the same thing.
Definition 1.4 (Hierarchical space, (relative) hierarchically hyperbolic space). The q–quasigeodesic
space pX , dq is a hierarchical space if there exists an index set S, and a set tCW : W P Su
of geodesic spaces pCU, dU q, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) (Projections.) There is a set tpiW : X Ñ 2CW | W P Su of projections sending
points in X to sets of diameter bounded by some ξ ě 0 in the various CW P S.
Moreover, there exists K so that each piW is pK,Kq–coarsely Lipschitz.
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(2) (Nesting.) S is equipped with a partial order Ď, and either S “ H or S contains
a unique Ď–maximal element; when V Ď W , we say V is nested in W . We require
that W Ď W for all W P S. For each W P S, we denote by SW the set of V P S
such that V Ď W . Moreover, for all V,W P S with V Ĺ W there is a specified
subset ρVW Ă CW with diamCW pρVW q ď ξ. There is also a projection ρWV : CW Ñ 2CV .
(The similarity in notation is justified by viewing ρVW as a coarsely constant map
CV Ñ 2CW .)
(3) (Orthogonality.) S has a symmetric and anti-reflexive relation called orthogonality :
we write V KW when V,W are orthogonal. Also, whenever V Ď W and WKU , we
require that V KU . Finally, we require that for each T P S and each U P ST for
which tV P ST : V KUu ‰ H, there exists W P ST ´ tT u, so that whenever V KU
and V Ď T , we have V ĎW . Finally, if V KW , then V,W are not Ď–comparable.
(4) (Transversality and consistency.) If V,W P S are not orthogonal and neither is
nested in the other, then we say V,W are transverse, denoted V&W . There exists
κ0 ě 0 such that if V&W , then there are sets ρVW Ď CW and ρWV Ď CV each of
diameter at most ξ and satisfying:
min
 
dW ppiW pxq, ρVW q, dV ppiV pxq, ρWV q
( ď κ0
for all x P X .
For V,W P S satisfying V ĹW and for all x P X , we have:
min
 
dW ppiW pxq, ρVW q, diamCV ppiV pxq Y ρWV ppiW pxqqq
( ď κ0.
The preceding two inequalities are the consistency inequalities for points in X .
Finally, if U Ĺ V , then dW pρUW , ρVW q ď κ0 whenever W P S satisfies either V ĹW
or V&W and W & U .
(5) (Finite complexity.) There exists n ě 0, the complexity of X (with respect to S),
so that any set of pairwise–Ď–comparable elements has cardinality at most n.
(6) (Large links.) There exist λ ě 1 and E ě maxtξ, κ0u such that the following holds.
Let W P S and let x, x1 P X . Let N “ λdW ppiW pxq, piW px1qq ` λ. Then there existstTiui“1,...,tNu Ď SW ´ tW u such that for all T P SW ´ tW u, either T P STi for some
i, or dT ppiT pxq, piT px1qq ă E. Also, dW ppiW pxq, ρTiW q ď N for each i.
(7) (Bounded geodesic image.) For all W P S, all V P SW ´ tW u, and all geodesics
γ of CW , either diamCV pρWV pγqq ď E or γ XNEpρVW q ‰ H.
(8) (Partial Realization.) There exists a constant α with the following property. Let
tVju be a family of pairwise orthogonal elements of S, and let pj P piVj pX q Ď CVj .
Then there exists x P X so that:
‚ dVj px, pjq ď α for all j,
‚ for each j and each V P S with Vj Ĺ V , we have dV px, ρVjV q ď α, and
‚ if W&Vj for some j, then dW px, ρVjW q ď α.
(9) (Uniqueness.) For each κ ě 0, there exists θu “ θupκq such that if x, y P X and
dpx, yq ě θu, then there exists V P S such that dV px, yq ě κ.
If there exists δ ě 0 such that CU is δ–hyperbolic for all U P S, then pX ,Sq is hierarchically
hyperbolic. If there exists δ so that CU is δ–hyperbolic for all non–Ď–minimal U P S, then
pX ,Sq is relatively hierarchically hyperbolic.
We require the following proposition from [BHS15]:
Proposition 1.5 (ρ–consistency). There exists κ1 so that the following holds. Suppose that
U, V,W P S satisfy both of the following conditions: U Ĺ V or U&V ; and U ĹW or U&W .
Then, if V&W , then
min
 
dW pρUW , ρVW q, dV pρUV , ρWV q
( ď κ1
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and if V ĹW , then
min
 
dW pρUW , ρVW q, diamCV pρUV Y ρWV pρUW qq
( ď κ1.
Notation 1.6. Given a hierarchical space pX ,Sq, let E be the maximum of all of the con-
stants appearing in Definition 1.4 and Proposition 1.5. Moreover, if pX ,Sq is δ–(relatively)
HHS, then we choose E ě δ as well.
Notation 1.7. Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchical space and let U Ă S. Given V P S, we write
V KU to mean V KU for all U P U .
We can now prove the following lemma, analogous to Definition 1.4.(4):
Lemma 1.8. Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchical space and let W P S and let U, V P SW ´ tW u
satisfy UKV . Then dW pρUW , ρVW q ď 2E.
Proof. Apply partial realization (Definition 1.4.(8). l
The following lemma, which is [BHS15, Lemma 2.5], is used in Section 3:
Lemma 1.9 (Passing large projections up the Ď–lattice). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchical space.
For every C ě 0 there exists N with the following property. Let V P S, let x, y P X , and let
tSiuNi“1 Ď SV ´ tV u be distinct and satisfy dSipx, yq ě E. Then there exists S P SV and i
so that Si Ĺ S and dSpx, yq ě C.
In this paper, we primarily work with relatively HHS. The main results from [BHS15] that
we will require are realization, the distance formula, and the existence of hierarchy paths
(Theorems 1.12,1.13,1.14 below), whose statements require the following definitions:
Definition 1.10 (Consistent tuple). Let κ ě 0 and let ~b P śUPS 2CU be a tuple such that
for each U P S, the U–coordinate bU has diameter ď κ. Then ~b is κ–consistent if for all
V,W P S, we have
mintdV pbV , ρWV q, dW pbW , ρVW qu ď κ
whenever V&W and
mintdW px, ρVW q, diamV pbV Y ρWV qu ď κ
whenever V ĹW .
Definition 1.11 (Hierarchy path). A path γ : I Ñ X is a pD,Dq–hierarchy path if γ is a
pD,Dq–quasigeodesic and piU ˝γ is an unparameterized pD,Dq–quasigeodesic for each U P S.
Theorem 1.12 (Realization). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchical space. Then for each κ ě 1, there
exists θ “ θpκq so that, for any κ–consistent tuple ~b P śUPS 2CU , there exists x P X such
that dV px, bV q ď θ for all V P S.
Observe that uniqueness (Definition (9) implies that the realization point for ~b provided by
Theorem 1.12 is coarsely unique. The following theorem is Theorem 6.7 in [BHS15], which
is proved using the corresponding statement for hierarchically hyperbolic spaces ([BHS15,
Theorem 4.5]):
Theorem 1.13 (Distance formula for relatively HHS). Let pX ,Sq be a relatively hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space. Then there exists s0 such that for all s ě s0, there exist C,K so that
for all x, y P X ,
dpx, yq —K,C
ÿ
UPS
tdU px, yqu s .
(The notation tAuB denotes the quantity which is A if A ě B and 0 otherwise.)
The following closely-related statement is Theorem 6.8 of [BHS15]:
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Theorem 1.14 (Hierarchy paths in relatively HHS). Let pX ,Sq be a relatively hierarchically
hyperbolic space. Then there exists D ě 0 such that for all x, y P X , there is a pD,Dq–
hierarchy path in X joining x, y.
1.2.1. Hierarchical quasiconvexity, gates, and standard product regions. The next definition
slightly generalizes Definition 5.1 of [BHS15] (which it was stated for the case of hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces):
Definition 1.15 (Hierarchical quasiconvexity in relatively HHS). Let pX ,Sq be a δ–relatively
hierarchically hyperbolic space, and let Y Ď X . Then Y is hierarchically quasiconvex if there
exists a function k : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q such that:
‚ for each U P S with CU a δ–hyperbolic space, the subspace piU pYq Ď CU is kp0q–
quasiconvex;
‚ for each (Ď–minimal) U P S for which CU is not δ–hyperbolic, either CU “ N CUkp0qppiU pYqq
or diamppiU pYqq ď kp0q;
‚ for all κ ě 0 and all κ–consistent tuples ~b for which bU Ă piU pYq for all U P S,
each realization point x P X for which dU ppiU pxq, bU q ď θpκq satisfies dpx,Yq ď kpκq
(where θpκq is as in Theorem 1.12) .
In this case, we say Y is k–hierarchically quasiconvex and refer to k as a hierarchical quasi-
convexity function for Y.
Let pX ,Sq be relatively hierarchically hyperbolic and let Y Ď X be k–hierarchically qua-
siconvex. Given x P X and U P S, let pU pxq be defined as follows. If U is δ–hyperbolic,
then pU pxq is the coarse projection of piU pxq on piU pYq (which is defined since piU pYq is
kp0q–quasiconvex). If piU : Y Ñ CU is kp0q–coarsely surjective, then pU pxq is the set of all
p P piU pYq with dU px, pq ď kp0q (which is nonempty). Otherwise, piU pYq has diameter at most
kp0q, and we let pU pxq “ piU pYq. The tuple ppU pxqqUPS is easily checked to be κ “ κpkp0qq–
consistent, and we apply the realization theorem (Theorem 1.12) and the uniqueness axiom
to produce a coarsely well-defined point gYpxq P Y so that dU pgYpxq, pU pxqq is bounded in
terms of k for all U . The (coarsely well-defined) map gY : X Ñ Y given by x ÞÑ gYpxq is the
gate map associated to Y.
Important examples of hierarchically quasiconvex subspaces of the relatively HHS pX ,Sq
are the standard product regions defined as follows (see [BHS15, Section 5] for more detail).
For each U P S, let SU denote the set of V P S with V Ď U , and let SKU denote the set
of V P S such that V KU , together with some AU P S such that V Ď AU for all V with
V KU . Then there are uniformly hierarchically quasiconvex subspaces FU ,EU Ď X such
that pFU ,SU q, pEU ,SKU q are relatively hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and the inclusions
FU ,EU ãÑ X extend to a uniform quasi-isometric embedding FU ˆ EU Ñ X whose image
PU is hierarchically quasiconvex. We call PU the standard product region associated to U
and, for each e P EU , the image of FU ˆ teu is a parallel copy of FU (in X ). The relevant
defining property of PU is: there exists α, depending only on X ,S and the output of the
realization theorem, so that for all x P PU (and hence each parallel copy of FU ), we have
dV px, ρUV q ď α whenever U Ĺ V or U&V . Moreover we can choose α so that, if UKV , then
diamppiU pFV ˆ teuqq ď α for all e P EV .
Remark 1.16 (Gates in standard product regions and their factors). Let pX ,Sq be a rel-
atively HHS and let U P S. The gate map gPU : X Ñ PU can be described as follows. For
each x P X and V P S, we have:
‚ dV ppiV pgPU pxqq, ρUV q ď α if V&U or U Ĺ V ;‚ piV pgPU pxqq “ piV pxq otherwise.
For each e P EU , the gate map gFUˆteu : X Ñ FU ˆ teu is described by:
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‚ dV ppiV pgFUˆteupxqq, ρUV q ď α if V&U or U Ĺ V ;‚ piV pgFUˆteupxqq “ piV pxq if V Ď U ;‚ dV ppiV pgFUˆteupxqq, piV peqq ď α if V KU .
Likewise, for each f P FU , the gate map gtfuˆEU : X Ñ tfu ˆEU is described by:
‚ dV ppiV pgtfuˆEU pxqq, ρUV q ď α if V&U or U Ĺ V ;‚ piV pgtfuˆEU pxqq “ piV pxq if V KU ;‚ dV ppiV pgtfuˆEU pxqq, piV pfqq ď α if V Ď U .
Remark 1.17 (Standard product regions in relatively HHS). In [BHS15, Section 5.2], stan-
dard product regions are constructed in the context of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. How-
ever, the construction uses only the hierarchical space axioms and realization (Theorem 1.12),
so that FU ,EU ,PU can be constructed in an arbitrary hierarchical space. The way we have
defined things, the assertion that these subspaces are hierarchically quasiconvex requires
pX ,Sq to be relatively hierarchically hyperbolic. It is easy to see, from the definition, that
the explanation of hierarchical quasiconvexity from [BHS15] (for HHS) works in the more
general setting of relatively HHS.
Definition 1.18 (Totally orthogonal). Given a hierarchical space pX ,Sq, we say that U Ă S
is totally orthogonal if UKV for all distinct U, V P U .
Recall from [BHS15, Lemma 2.1] that there is a uniform bound, namely the complexity,
on the size of totally orthogonal subsets of S. Observe that if U is a totally orthogonal set
in the relatively HHS pX ,Sq, then ŞUPU PU coarsely contains śUPU FU .
1.2.2. Partially ordering relevant domains. Given a hierarchical space pX ,Sq, a constant
K ě 0, and x, y P X , we say that U P S is K–relevant (for x, y) if dU px, yq ě K. In
Section 2 of [BHS15], it is shown that when K ě 100E, then any set Relmaxpx, y,Kq of
pairwise Ď–incomparable K–relevant elements of S can be partially ordered as follows: if
U, V P Relpx, y,Kq, then U ĺ V if U “ V or if U&V and dU pρVU , yq ď E. (This was done
in [BHS15] in the context of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, but the arguments do not use
hyperbolicity and thus hold for arbitrary hierarchical spaces.)
1.2.3. Automorphisms and (relatively) hierarchically hyperbolic groups. Let pX ,Sq be a hier-
archical space. An automorphism g of pX ,Sq is a map g : X Ñ X , together with a bijection
g♦ : S Ñ S and, for each U P S, an isometry g˚pUq : CU Ñ CU so that the following dia-
grams coarsely commute whenever the maps in question are defined (i.e., when U, V are not
orthogonal):
X X 1
CpUq Cpg♦pUqq
//
g

piU 
pi
g♦pUq
//
g˚pUq
and
CU Cpg♦pUqq
CV Cpg♦pV qq

ρUV
//
g˚pUq
 ρ
g♦pUq
g♦pV q
//
g˚pV q
The finitely generated group G is hierarchical if there is a hierarchical structure pG,Sq on
G (equipped with a word-metric) so that the action of G on itself by left multiplication is
an action by HS automorphisms (with the above diagrams uniformly coarsely commuting).
If pG,Sq is a (relatively) hierarchically hyperbolic space, we say that pG,Sq (or just G) is a
(relatively) hierarchically hyperbolic group [(R)HHG].
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1.3. Very rotating families. In Section 6, we will make use of the very rotating families
technology introduced in [DGO11]. All of the notions we need in that section are defined
there, and we refer the reader to [DGO11] or [Gui14] for additional background.
2. Factored spaces
Given a hierarchical space pX ,Sq, we say U Ď S is closed under nesting if for all U P U,
if V P S´ U, then V ­Ď U .
Definition 2.1 (Factored space). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchical space. A factored space pXU
is constructed by defining a new metric dˆ on X depending on a given subset U Ă S which
is closed under nesting. First, for each U P U, for each pair x, y P X for which there exists
e P EU such that x, y P FU ˆ teu, we set d1px, yq “ mint1, dpx, yqu. For any pair x, y P X for
which there does not exists such an e we set d1px, yq “ dpx, yq. We now define the distance dˆ
on pXU. Given a sequence x0, x1, . . . , xk P pXU, define its length to be řk´1i“1 d1pxi, xi`1q. Given
x, x1 P pXU, let dˆpx, x1q be the infimum of the lengths of such sequences x “ x0, . . . , xk “ x1.
Given a hierarchical space pX ,Sq, and a set U Ď S closed under nesting, let ψ : X Ñ pXU
be the set-theoretic identity map. Observe that:
Proposition 2.2. The map ψ : X Ñ pXU is Lipschitz.
Proof. This follows from the definition of dˆ and the fact that X is a quasigeodesic space. l
Definition 2.3 (Hat space). Let U1 denote the set of Ď–minimal elements of S. The hat
space pX “ pXU1 is the factored space associated to the set U1.
Recall that a δ–relatively HHS is an HS pX ,Sq, such that for all U P S, either CU is
δ–hyperbolic or U P U1.
Proposition 2.4. Fix a δ–relatively HHS, pX ,Sq, and let U Ă S be closed under Ď and
contain each U P U1 for which CU is not δ–hyperbolic. The space p pXU,S ´ Uq is an HHS,
where the associated Cp˚q, pi˚, ρ˚˚,Ď,K,& are the same as in the original structure.
Proof. We must verify each of the requirements of Definition 1.4. First observe that by the
definition of dˆ and the fact that pX , dq is a quasigeodesic space, p pXU, dˆq is also a pK,Kq–
quasigeodesic space for some K.
Projections: By our hypothesis on U, we have that CU is δ–hyperbolic for each U P S´U,
so it remains to check that p pX ,S´Uq is a hierarchical space. The projections piU : pXU Ñ 2CU
are as before (more precisely, they are compositions of the original projections piU : X Ñ CU
with the set-theoretic identity pXU Ñ X , but we will abuse notation and call them piU ).
Fix U P S ´ U. By Definition 1.4.(1), there exists K, independent of U , so that piU is
pK,Kq–coarsely Lipschitz. Let x, y P pXU and let x “ x0, . . . , x` “ y be a sequence with
dˆpx, yq ě ř`´1i“0 d1pxi, xi`1q ´ 1. Note that dU px, yq ď ř`´1i“0 dU pxi, xi`1q.
Let I1 be the set of i P t0, . . . , `´ 1u such that d1pxi, xi`1q “ dpxi, xi`1q, let I2 be the set
of i for which xi, xi`1 lie in a common parallel copy of FV , where V&U or V Ĺ U and V P U,
and let I3 be the set of i so that xi, xi`1 lie an a common parallel copy of FW , where WKU
and W P U. Note that we do not need to consider the case where W P U and U Ď W , since
W P U and U is closed under nesting. Then
dU px, yq ď
ÿ
iPI1
“
Kd1pxi, xi`1q `K
‰` 2α|I2| ` α|I3|.
The third term comes from the fact that, given i P I3 and WKU the associated element of
U with xi, xi`1 P FW ˆ teu for some e P EW , we have that piU pFW q has diameter at most α,
so dU pxi, xi`1q ď α. Combining the above provides the desired coarse Lipschitz constant C.
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Nesting, orthogonality, transversality, finite complexity: The parts of Defini-
tion 1.4 that only concern S and the relations Ď,K,& continue to hold with S replaced
by S ´ U. The complexity of p pXU,S ´ Uq is obviously bounded by that of pX ,Sq. (Note
that the fact that U is closed under nesting is needed to ensure that for all W P S´ U and
U ĹW , there exists V ĹW so that T Ď V for each T with T ĹW and TKU .)
Consistency: Since the projections pi˚ and relative projections ρ˚˚ have not changed,
consistency holds for p pXU,S´ Uq since it holds for pX ,Sq.
Bounded geodesic image and large links: The bounded geodesic image axiom holds
for p pXU,S ´ Uq since it holds for pX ,Sq and is phrased purely in terms of geodesics in the
various Cp˚q and relative projections ρ˚˚. The same applies to the large link axiom.
Partial realization: Since for each U P S, we have piU pX q “ piU p pXUq, and since we have
not changed any of the projections pi˚ or relative projections ρ˚˚, the partial realization axiom
for pX ,Sq implies that for p pXU,S´ Uq.
Uniqueness: This is done in Lemma 2.8 below. l
Definition 2.5 (Friendly). For U, V P S, we say that U is friendly to V if U Ď V or UKV .
Note that when U is not friendly to V , then ρVU is a uniformly bounded subset of CU .
In the proof of Lemma 2.8, we will need to “efficiently” jump between product regions
PU , PV . Heuristically, the pairs of points that are “closest in every CW ” are of the form p, q
for some p P gPU pPV q and q “ gPV ppq, and these are the ones we study in the following
lemma. In particular, we are interested in the distance formula terms for such pairs p, q.
Lemma 2.6 (Knowing who your friends are). Let U, V P S and let p P gPU pPV q. For
q “ gPV ppq, the following holds. If W P S satisfies dW pp, qq ě 103αE then W is not friendly
to either of U or V , and dW pρUW , ρVW q ě 500αE.
Proof. If W Ď V or WKV , then piW ppq, piW pqq coarsely coincide by the definition of gates.
Hence W is not friendly to V . Suppose now that W is friendly to U . Choose p0 P PV so
that p “ gPU pp0q. Since W is not friendly to V and p0, p P PV , the W–coordinates of p0, q
both coarsely coincide with ρVW . Hence, since W is friendly to U , the W–coordinate of p also
coarsely coincides with ρVW , contradicting dW pp, qq ě 103αE. Hence W is not friendly to U .
The final assertion follows from the fact that dW pp, ρUW q, dW pq, ρVW q ď E. l
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that W P S and x, y P X satisfy dW px, yq ď 100α, while dV px, yq ě
100α for some V P S. Suppose that W is not friendly to V . Then dW pρVW , xq ď 200αE.
Proof. First suppose W&V . The lower bound on dV px, yq implies that either dV px, ρWV q ą
E or dV py, ρWV q ą E. In the first case, an application of consistency yields the desired
conclusion. In the second case, apply consistency and the upper bound on dW px, yq.
Next suppose V Ĺ W . If dW pρVW , xq ď 200αE, then the bound on dW px, yq implies that
geodesics from piW pxq to piW pyq would remain E–far from ρVW . But then consistency and
bounded geodesic image would imply that piV pxq, piV pyq lie ď E–close, a contradiction. l
Lemma 2.8 (Uniqueness). For all κ ě 0, there exists θ “ θpκq such that for all x, y P pXU
with dˆpx, yq ě θ, there exists U P S´ U such that dU px, yq ě κ.
Proof. Let x, y P X and let M “ maxV PS´U dV px, yq ` 1. We may assume α ě E.
We declare U P S to be relevant if dU px, yq ě 100α. Let Rmax be the set of relevant T P U
not properly nested into any relevant element of U.
Counting and ordering relevant elements: By Lemma 1.9, there existsN “ Np100α`
κq so that if V1, . . . , VN`1 P Rmax, then there exists T P S so that dT px, yq ě 100α` κ and
Vi Ĺ T for some i. The latter property would ensure that T P S´ U, since Rmax consists of
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maximal relevant elements of U. Now, if there is such a T , then we are done: we have found
T P S´U with dT px, yq ě κ. Hence we may assume that |Rmax| ď N , where N ě 1 depends
only on pX ,Sq, the constant α, and the desired κ.
By definition, if U, V P Rmax, then U&V or UKV . Hence, let U ĺ V if either U “ V or
U&V and dU py, ρUV q ď E. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, ĺ is a partial ordering on Rmax,
and U, V are ĺ–incomparable if and only if they are orthogonal. Let V1, . . . , Vk, with k ď N ,
be the elements of Rmax, numbered so that i ď j if Vi ĺ Vj .
A sequence to estimate dˆpx, yq: The idea is to jump from x to PV1 , then from PV1
to PV2 and so on until we get to y. The most “efficient” way of jumping between product
regions is described in Lemma 2.6, which justifies the definition of the following sequence of
points.1 Let x0 “ x, x10 “ gPV1 pxq, xk “ gPVk pxq, x1k “ gPVk pyq and, for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1, let
xi P gPVi pPVi`1q and x1i “ gPVi`1 pxiq.
There exists e P EVi`1 and f P FVi`1 so that x1i P FVi`1 ˆ teu and xi`1 P tfu ˆEVi`1 . Let
zi`1 “ gtfuˆEVi`1 px1iq. Observe that d
1px1i, zi`1q “ 1.
Bounding dU pxi, x1iq: If dU pxi, x1iq ě 103θE for some U P S, then Vi&Vi`1 by Lemma 2.6
and [BHS14, Lemma 2.11]. We now bound dU pxi, x1iq for each of the possible types of U P S.
First suppose that U P S´U. Then U ­Ď Vi and U ­Ď Vi`1 since U is closed under nesting.
If Vi Ĺ U , then since Vi is 100α ą E–relevant for x, y, consistency and bounded geodesic
image imply that ρViU lies E–close to any geodesic in CU from piU pxq to piU pyq. The same is
true for ρVi`1U if Vi`1 Ĺ U . If Vi&U , then consistency implies that ρ
Vi
U lies E–close to piU pxq
or piU pyq, so that ρViU again lies E–close to any geodesic from piU pxq to piU pyq. Hence, if
neither of Vi, Vi`1 is orthogonal to U , then dU pxi, x1iq ď 2pE `αq `M ď 103αEM . If UKVi,
then Lemma 2.6 implies that dU px1i, xiq ď 103αE. We conclude that dU px1i, xiq ď 103αEM
whenever U P S´ U.
Next, suppose U P U and 1 ď i ď k´1. If dU pxi, x1iq ą 103αE, then Lemma 2.6 implies that
U is not friendly to Vi or Vi`1. Moreover, since dU pρViU , ρVi`1U q ě 500αE by the same lemma,
Lemma 2.7 implies that U is relevant, so U Ď U 1 for some Ď–maximal relevant U 1 P U. Now,
U&Vi, Vi`1 and U Ď U 1, so U 1 R tVi, Vi`1u. Similarly, we cannot have U 1KVi, Vi`1. Finally,
Vi, Vi`1, U 1 are pairwise Ď–incomparable, so all are in Rmax and are pairwise ĺ–comparable.
Note that we can extend ĺ to Rmax and observe that ĺ is a partial order on tU, Vi, Vi`1u.
If U 1 ĺ Vi, then by definition dU 1py, ρViU 1q ď E. Since U 1 is relevant, we have dU 1px, ρViU 1q ą
E, so consistency implies that dVipx, ρU 1Vi q ď E. Hence dVipρU
1
Vi
, yq ě 50E. Definition 1.4.(4)
implies that dVipρU 1Vi , ρUViq ď E, so consistency implies that U ă Vi. Since U ă Vi`1, by
transitivity of ă, we have that ρVi`1U coarsely coincides with piU pyq. But then dU pρViU , ρVi`1U q ď
2E, a contradiction. A similar argument rules out Vi`1 ă U 1, whence Vi ă U 1 ă Vi`1.
However, this contradicts the way we numbered the elements of Rmax. Thus dU pxi, x1iq ď
103αE, as desired.
It remains to bound dU px0, x10q for U P U (the case i “ k is identical to the case i “ 0).
Suppose that dU px0, x10q ě 103αE. The definition of the gate ensures that we cannot have
U Ď V1 or UKV1, so U is not friendly to V1. Moreover, dU px0, ρV1U q ě 500αE since ρV1U coarsely
coincides with piU px10q. If U is irrelevant, then Lemma 2.7 implies that dU px0, ρV1U q ď 200αE,
a contradiction, so U is relevant and U ă V1. Also, U is nested in some U 1 P Rmax. Since
U Ď U 1 and U is not friendly to V1, we have that U,U 1&V1 and U 1, V1 are ă–comparable.
Thus V1 ă U . Since ρUV1 , ρ
U 1
V1
coarsely coincide, we have that ρU 1V1 is far from x0, so that
U 1 ă V1, which is impossible. Hence dU px0, x10q ď 103αE.
1It seems natural to take xi “ piVipyq, x1i “ piVi`1pxq, but in certain situations this would create extraneous
distance formula terms between xi, x1i, namely when there exists U Ď Vi, Vi`1.
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For any µ1 ě 103αE, we have shown that dU pxi, x1iq ď µ1M when U P S ´ U and
dU pxi, x1iq ď µ1 when U P U, for 0 ď i ď k.
Bounding dˆpx, yq: We have produced a uniform constant µ1 so that dU pxi, x1iq ď µ1M
when U P S ´ U and dU pxi, x1iq ď µ1 when U P U, for 0 ď i ď k. Hence, by the distance
formula (Theorem 1.13) with threshold µ1 ` 1, we have d1pxi, x1iq ď µNM for some uniform
µ. Thus
řk
i“0 d
1pxi, x1iq ď pk ` 1qµNM ď 2µN2M. (Recall that N depends only on pX ,Sq,
the set U, and the input κ.)
Now,
dˆpx, yq ď
kÿ
i“0
d1pxi, x1iq `
k´1ÿ
i“0
rd1px1i, zi`1q ` dˆpzi`1, xi`1qs
ď 2µN2M `N `
k´1ÿ
i“0
dˆpzi`1, xi`1q.
Fix 0 ď i ď k´1, let E “ EVi`1 and F “ FVi`1 , for convenience. Consider the hierarchical
space pE,SKVi`1q, where SKVi`1 consists of all those U P S with UKVi`1 together with some
A P S such that A Ĺ S and each U orthogonal to Vi`1 satisfies U Ď A. Let UE “ UXSKVi`1
and consider the factored space ppEUE ,SKVi`1 ´ UEq, whose metric we denote dˆE. Observe
that dˆpzi`1, xi`1q ď dˆEpzi`1, xi`1q `  for some uniform , since EÑ X is a uniform quasi-
isometric embedding and any two points lying on a parallel copy of some FU in E also lie on
such a parallel copy in X .
Now, by induction on complexity, there exists a “uniqueness function” f : N Ñ N, inde-
pendent of i, so that ppEUE ,SKVi`1 ´ UEq has the following property: if e, e1 P E, then
dˆpe, e1q ď f
˜
max
UPSKVi`1´UE
dU pe, e1q
¸
` .
Indeed, in the base case, either SKVi`1 ´ UE “ H, and E is uniformly bounded in X (and
hence its dˆ–diameter is uniformly bounded) or UE “ H and dˆE coarsely coincides with d on
E, whence f exists by uniqueness in E (with metric d and HS structure SKVi`1).
Claim 1. There exists η “ ηppX ,Sqq such that for all U P S ´ U and 1 ď i ď k ´ 1, there
exists xi P gPVi pPVi`1q so that piU pxiq lies η–close to a geodesic from piU pxq to piU pyq.
Proof of Claim 1. Theorem 1.14 provides a D–discrete D–hierarchy path γ joining y to x,
where D depends only on pX ,Sq. We may assume that D ď α, since α was chosen in
advance in terms of pX ,Sq only. The proof of Proposition 5.16 of [BHS15] (which does not
use hyperbolicity of the various CU), provides a constant η1 so that, for each i, there exists a
maximal subpath γi of γ lying in Nη1pPViq, with initial point x1i. Moreover, piU px1iq uniformly
coarsely coincides with ρViU when Vi Ĺ U or Vi&U . Let yi P PVi`1 lie η2–close to the terminal
point of γi`1. We claim that dpgPVi pyiq, x1iq is uniformly bounded. Indeed, by definition
piU pgPVi pyiqq coarsely coincides with ρViU , and hence with piU pxq, when U&Vi or Vi Ď U , and
coincides with piU pyiq when U Ď Vi or UKVi. Our choice of x1i, yi ensures that dU px1i, yiq
is uniformly bounded for such U , so our claim follows from the distance formula. Taking
xi “ gPVi pyiq completes the proof, since x1i, and hence xi, lies uniformly close to any geodesic
from piU pxq to piU pyq in any δ–hyperbolic CU , by the definition of a hierarchy path. 
We now choose specific values of xi, x1i, zi satisfying the above defining conditions. First,
as before, x0 “ x, x10 “ gPV1 pxq, while xk “ gPVk pyq and x1k “ y. For 1 ď i ď k ´ 1, let xi
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be a point provided by Claim 1. Then let x1i “ gPVi`1 pxiq for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1, as before, and
define the points zi as above.
Claim 2. There exists a function f 1 : N Ñ N, independent of i, so that dU pzi`1, xi`1q ď
f 1pMq for all U P SKVi`1 ´ UE.
Proof of Claim 2. Let U P SKVi`1 ´ UE. By the definition of gates, for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1,
we have dU pzi`1, xiq ď α so, since piU pxiq lies η–close to a geodesic from piU pxq to piU pyq,
we have dU pzi`1, tx, yuq ď η ` α. Likewise, dU pxi`1, tx, yuq ď η. Hence dU pzi`1, xi`1q ď
M ` 2η ` α. 
Claim 2 and the above discussion imply that, if M ď κ, we have
dˆpx, yq ď 2µN2κ`N ` Nfpf 1pκqq `N,
which completes the proof. l
2.1. Cp˚q as a coarse intersection graph. We conclude this section by highlighting a
particularly interesting application of Proposition 2.4, one of the tools we developed for
proving the results about asymptotic dimension. 2
Corollary 2.9. Given a relatively HHS pX ,Sq, the space pXS´tSu is quasi-isometric to
piSpX q Ď CS, where S P S is Ď–maximal.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, p pXS´tSu, tSuq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space, and the claim
follows from the distance formula (Theorem 1.13). l
Remark 2.10 (Coning off PU ). If we had constructed pXS´tSu by “coning off” PU for each
U P S ´ tSu, instead of coning off each parallel copy of each FU , then Corollary 2.9 would
continue to hold.
In many examples of interest, piS is coarsely surjective, so that Corollary 2.9 yields a
quasi-isometry pXS´tSu Ñ CS. Moreover, if pX ,Sq is an HHS, then (as described in [BHS15,
DHS16]), X admits an HHS structure obtained by replacing each CU with a hyperbolic space
quasi-isometric to piU pX q, so in particular CS becomes quasi-isometric to the space obtained
by coning off each parallel copy of each FU , U ‰ S. If, as is the case for hierarchically
hyperbolic groups pG,Sq, the parallel copies of the various FU coarsely cover X , this provides
a hierarchically hyperbolic structure in which CS is a coarse intersection graph of the set of
FU with U Ĺ S for which there is no V with U Ĺ V Ĺ S. This is a coarse version of what
happens, for example, when X is a CAT(0) cube complex with a factor system and we can
take CS to be the contact graph of X (see [Hag14, BHS14]).
3. Asymptotic dimension of the CU
In this section pX ,Sq is a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic space with the additional
property that X is a uniformly locally-finite discrete geodesic space, i.e.,
(1) there exists r0 ą 0 so that dpx, yq ě r0 for all distinct x, y P X ;
(2) there is a function p : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q so that |Bpx, rq| ď pprq for all x P X ;
(3) there exists r1 so that for all x, y P X , there exists n and γ : t0, nu Ñ X so that
γp0q “ x, γpnq “ y, and dpx, yq “ řn´1i“0 dpγpiq, γpi ` 1qq, and dpγpiq, γpi ` 1qq ď r1
for all i.
If X satisfies (1) and (3) (but not necessarily (2)), then X is a pr0, r1q–discrete geodesic space.
The following notion is motivated by work of Bowditch; see [Bow08, Section 3].
2A proof of the results in this subsection appeared in the first version of [BHS15] using techniques which
we have now generalized to prove Proposition 2.4.
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Definition 3.1 (Tight space). The δ–hyperbolic space F is pC,Kq–tight if there exists a
map β : F 2 Ñ 2F so that:
(1) for every x, y P F , we have dHausprx, ys, βpx, yqq ď C, where rx, ys is any geodesic
from x to y;
(2) for every x, y, z P F with y on a geodesic from x to z, if dpy, tx, zuq ě r`C for some
r P R` then Bpy, 2δ ` 2Cq XŤx1PBpx,rq,z1PBpz,rq βpx1, z1q has cardinality at most K.
Notice that for x, y, z, r as in 2, if x1 P Bpx, rq, z1 P Bpz, rq then βpx1, z1q intersects Bpy, 2δ`
2Cq by δ–hyperbolicity and part 1 of Definition 3.1.
Let ξ denote the complexity of S, i.e., the length of a longest Ď–chain. By Defini-
tion 1.4.(5), ξ ă 8. The aim of this section is to prove:
Theorem 3.2 (Existence of tight geodesics). Let pX ,Sq be a δ–relatively hierarchically hy-
perbolic space, where X is a uniformly locally-finite discrete geodesic space. Suppose moreover
that piU : X Ñ CU is uniformly coarsely surjective, where U varies over all elements of S
with CU a δ–hyperbolic space. Then there exist C,K ě 0 so that CU is pC,Kq–tight for every
U P S for which CU is δ–hyperbolic.
Proof. Throughout this proof we use the identification of CS with the coned-off space pX , as
established in Proposition 2.4. Our assumption on coarse surjectivity of the projections piU
implies that, for each U P S with CU a δ–hyperbolic space, we may (by an initial change in
the constants from Definition 1.4), assume that piU is actually surjective.
Fix a constant D, as provided by Theorem 1.14, so that every pair of points of X can be
joined by a D–hierarchy path. For S the Ď–maximal element of S, we will show that CS
is pC,Kq–tight, where C,K depend only on D,E, the complexity ξ of S, and the function
p which quantifies the local-finiteness. To see that this suffices, recall that for each U P S,
there is a hierarchically quasiconvex subspace FU with a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic
structure pFU ,SU q in which U is Ď–maximal.
For M ě 0 and x, y P X , define
βM px, yq “ tz P X : dˆpz, rx, ysq ďM, dU pz, tx, yuq ďM @U P S´ tSuu.
For sufficiently largeM , the map βM : pCSq2 Ñ 2CS satisfies property (1), by the definition
and Claim 1 below.
Claim 1. For each sufficiently largeM there exists K1 so that for each x, y P X and z P rx, ys
we have dˆpz, βM px, yqq ď K1.
Proof. We distinguish two cases. First, suppose that there exists U P Relpx, y, 10Eq for which
dˆpρUS , zq ď 10DE, and take a Ď–maximal U with such property. Then consider z1 “ gPU pxq.
Clearly, dˆpz, z1q is uniformly bounded, and we now show z1 P βM px, yq, provided that M is
large enough. In order to do so, we uniformly bound dV ptx, yu, zq for each V P S ´ tSu.
If V is either nested into U or orthogonal to U , then we are done by the definition of gate.
Otherwise, piV pz1q coarsely coincides with ρUV , so we have to show that either piV pxq or piV pyq
coarsely coincides with ρUV . Suppose by contradiction that this is not the case. If U&V , then
consistency implies that piU pxq, piU pyq both coarsely coincide with ρVU , so that dU px, yq ď 3E
contradicting the choice of U . If U Ĺ V , then any geodesic from piV pxq to piV pyq stays far
from ρUV since, by maximality of U , we have dV px, yq ă 10E. In particular, by bounded
geodesic image and consistency we have dU px, yq ă 10E, a contradiction.
Suppose now that there does not exist any U P Relpx, y, 10Eq so that dˆpρUS , zq ď 10DE.
Consider a hierarchy path γ from x to y. Since piS is coarsely Lipschitz, there exists z1 P γ
so that dˆpz, z1q ď 5DE. We claim z1 P βM px, yq for sufficiently large M . In fact, for any
U P S´ tSu (notice that if such U exists then Xˆ is δ–hyperbolic) either dˆpρUS , z1q ď 5E, so
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Figure 1. The second case in the proof of Claim 1 when each relevant U has
ρUS far from z. The subcases in the proof correspond to the U1, U2 P S shown.
dˆpρUS , zq ď 5DE` 5E ď 10DE, in which case U is irrelevant and we are done by hypothesis,
or ρUS lies 5E–far from a geodesic from piSpz1q to one of piSpxq, piSpyq. In this case, we can
apply bounded geodesic image to conclude. See Figure 1. 
We now prove Property 2. Let x, y, z P X with y on a (discrete) dˆ–geodesic from x to z,
and suppose dˆpy, tx, zuq ě r `K1 for some r ě K1 ` 2δ ` 100E. Let
T “ B pX py, 2δ ` 2K1q X
¨˝ ď
x1PBXˆ px,rq,z1PBXˆ pz,rq
βM px1, z1q‚˛.
Moreover, let U “ Upx, y, zq be the set of all U P S satisfying the following conditions:
‚ dU px, zq ě 10M ` 103E,
‚ U ‰ S and dSpρUS , yq ď 2δ ` 2K1 ` 50E,‚ whenever V P S satisfies dV px, zq ě 10M ` 103E and U Ĺ V Ĺ S, we have
dV pρUV , tx, zuq ď 100E ` 10M .
We will see in what follows that for y1 P T it is sufficient to have information about piU py1q
for U P U to coarsely reconstruct all piV py1q. Moreover, we will bound the cardinality of U .
For y1 P T , denote Upy1q “ tU P U : dU px, y1q ď M ` 10Eu, and let B be the set of all
subsets of S of the form Upy1q, y1 P T .
Claim 2. There is K3 “ K3pE,K1,Mq with |ty1 P T : Upy1q “ Uiu| ď ppK3q for all Ui P B.
Proof of Claim 2. Fix y1, y2 P T with Upy1q “ Upy2q. We bound dpy1, y2q by bounding
dU py1, y2q for all U P S.
Let U P S. If U P U , then dU py1, y2q ď 2M ` 10E since Upy1q “ Upy2q (and the fact that
each of piU py1q, piU py2q coarsely coincides with either piU pxq or piU pzq in CU). We now analyze
the other cases, but for technical reasons we change the constants from the definition of U .
If U “ S, then dU py1, y2q ď 4δ ` 4K1. Assume U ‰ S from now on.
If dU px, zq ă 10M ` 150E, then dU py1, y2q ď 20M ` 200E.
If dSpρUS , yq ą 2δ` 2K1 ` 10E, then no geodesic from y1 to y2 in pX passes E–close to ρUS ,
so consistency and bounded geodesic image again yield dU py1, y2q ď 10E.
Finally, suppose that dU px, zq ě 10M ` 150E and dSpρUS , yq ď 2δ ` 2K1 ` 10E, but that
there exists V P S satisfying dV px, zq ě 10M ` 103E, U Ĺ V Ĺ S and dV pρUV , tx, zuq ą
50E ` 10M . Consider a Ď-maximal V with this property. We claim that V P U . In fact, ρVS
coarsely coincides with ρUS , yielding the second condition in the definition of U . Moreover,
for any W P S with V Ĺ W Ĺ S, we have dW pρVW , tx, zuq ď 100E ` 10M , for otherwise V
would not be maximal (we are once again using that ρVW coarsely coincides with ρ
U
W ).
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Now, since Upy1q “ Upy2q we have that piV py1q, piV py2q are both close to one of piV pxq, piV pzq.
Hence, piU py1q must 10E–coarsely coincide with piU py2q because geodesics in CV from piV py1q
to piV py2q stay E–far from ρUV .
We conclude that for all U P S, we have, say, dU py1, y2q ď 500MEδK1, so the distance
formula (Theorem 1.13) provides a uniform K3 “ K3pM,E,K1q so that dX py1, y2q ď K3,
and the claim follows from the definition of p. 
Claim 3. There exists K4 “ K4pE,Mq so that |B| ď 2Kξ4 .
Proof. By definition, if U P U , then dSpρUS , yq ď 2δ`2K1`50E. Choose a, b P X such that a
is E–close to a pX–geodesic from y to z and satisfies dˆpy, aq P r2δ`2K1`60E, 2δ`2K1`80Es,
while b is E–close to a pX–geodesic from x to y and satisfies dˆpy, bq P r2δ ` 2K1 ` 60E, 2δ `
2K1 ` 80Es. Then ρUS does not lie E–close to a geodesic from a to z or from x to b,
so consistency and bounded geodesic image yield dU pa, zq ď E and dU px, bq ď E. Thus
dU pb, aq ě 10M ` 98E ě E, so Lemma 1.9 yields K5 “ K5pM,Eq so that there are at most
K5 such U that are Ď–maximal.
Fix U P U ´tSu to be Ď–maximal and consider all V P S such that V Ĺ U and such that
the following conditions are satisfied:
‚ dV px, zq ě 10M ` 103E,
‚ dSpρVS , yq ď 2δ ` 2K1 ` 50E,
‚ dU pρVU , xq ď 100E ` 10M .
(Note that any V P U nested into U satisfies either these conditions or the same conditions
with z replacing x in the third one.) By partial realization and the first and third conditions
above, there exists aU P X such that dU paU , xq ď 10M ` 200E and ρUV fails to come E–
close to every geodesic from piU pxq to piU paU q for all V as above. Hence, for each V as
above, bounded geodesic image and consistency imply that dU paU , xq ď 10M ` 200E and
dV paU , xq ě 10M ` 9E. Let V0 be the set of all Ď–maximal V Ĺ U contained in U . By
Lemma 1.9 and maximality, there exists K6 “ K6p10M ` 200Eq so that |V0| ď K6.
For each V P V0 X U , choose aV as above, so that dV paV , xq ď 10M ` 200E and, any
element W of U properly nested into V and satisfying dV pρWV , xq ď 100E ` 10M , we have
dW paV , xq ě 10M ` 9E. Then, exactly as above, we find that there are at most K6 such W
that are Ď–maximal and properly nested in V . Proceeding inductively, we see that there are
at most Kξ´16 elements T of U satisfying dU pρTU , xq ď 100E ` 10M and properly nested into
U , while an identical discussion bounds the set of T P U properly nested in U and satisfying
dU pρTU , zq ď 100E ` 10M . Hence |U | ď 2K5Kξ´16 , so, letting K4 “ maxt2K5,K6u, we get
|B| ď 2Kξ4 . 
Claim 2 and Claim 3 together imply that |T | ď ppK3q ¨ 2Kξ4 for uniform K4, so CS is
pK1, ppK3q ¨ 2Kξ4 q–tight. l
Corollary 3.3. Let X be a uniformly locally-finite discrete geodesic space and let pX ,Sq
be δ–relatively hierarchically hyperbolic. Suppose moreover that piU : X Ñ CU is uniformly
coarsely surjective, where U varies over all elements of S with CU a δ–hyperbolic space. Then
there exist λ, µ “ λpδ,D,E, pq, µpδ,D,E, pq, independent of ξ, so that asdim CU ď λ ¨ 2µξ
uniformly, whenever U P S has the property that CU is δ–hyperbolic.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, there exist C, λ1, µ so that CU is pC, λ1 ¨ 2µξq–tight for each U P S
with CU a δ–hyperbolic space. We now argue roughly as in the proof of [BF07, Theorem 1].
Fix r P N, x0 P CU, and ` P N with ` ě 10δ ` C. For each n ě 1, let
An “ tx P CU : 10pn´ 1qpr ` `q ď dU px, x0q ď 10npr ` `qu,
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so that YnAn “ CU . Let Sn “ tx P CU : dU px, x0q “ 10npr ` `qu. Given n ě 3, define
subsets Bin Ă An as follows: and for each si P Sn´2 and x P An, set x P Bin if and only
if there exists βpx, x0q lying at Hausdorff distance C from a geodesic joining x0 to x that
passes through si. For n P t1, 2u, define B1n “ An. Then the sets tBinu cover CU . Observe
that diamBin ď 100Cpr ` `q for each n, i.
Hence tBinu is a uniformly bounded cover of CU . We now check that its r2–multiplicity is
at most 2λ1 ¨ 2µξ , from which the claim follows. Our claim is a consequence of the following
statement: for n ě 1, there are ď λ1 ¨ 2µξ elements of tBinu intersecting any r2–ball B in CU .
Indeed, the claim is clear when n ď 2, so assume n ě 3. Choose distinctBin, Bjn intersecting
B, with the intersections respectively containing points yi, yj . Hence we have geodesics
rx0, yis, rx0, yjs, respectively joining x0 to yi, yj and passing through si, sj , and paths βi “
βpx0, yiq and βj “ βpx0, yjq at Hausdorff distance ď C from rx0, yis, rx0, yjs. Choose s1i P
βi, s
1
j P βj with dU psi, s1iq, dU psj , s1jq ď C. Since dU pyi, yjq ď r, because yi, yj P B, we see
that s1i, s1j both lie in
Ť
x1PBpx0,rq,z1PBpyi,rq βpx1, z1q.
Now, si lies on a geodesic from x0 to yi and dU psi, tx0, yiuq ě r`C by definition. Hyper-
bolicity and the definition of Sn´2 imply that dU psi, sjq ď 2δ, whence dU ps1j , siq, dU ps1i, siq ď
2δ`2C, i.e., s1i, s1j P Bpsi, δ`2CqX
Ť
x1PBpx0,rq,z1PBpyi,rq βpx1, z1q. This intersection is bounded
by Property (2) of tightness, thus completing the proof. l
4. Asymptotic dimension of ball-preimages under ψ : X Ñ pX
Fix a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq. Let O be the set of totally orthog-
onal subsets of U1 Ď S. We set asdimO to be the minimal uniform asymptotic dimension
of the collection tΠV PVFV : V P Ou. Our goal is to prove:
Proposition 4.1. For every R ě 0, there exists a hierarchical quasiconvexity function k and
a control function f , so that for every x0 P pX there exists A Ă X satisfying:
‚ A is k–hierarchically quasiconvex in X ,
‚ A Ě ψ´1pBpx0, Rqq,
‚ asdimA ď asdimO with control function f .
Proof. For convenience, fix x0 P pX and stipulate that all constants, hierarchical quasicon-
vexity functions, and control functions below are chosen independently of x0. Fix D large
enough that any pair of points in X are joined by a pD,Dq–quasigeodesic.
Set A0 “ tx0u. We will inductively construct An, kn, fn so that
(1) An Ď X is kn–hierarchically quasiconvex,
(2) asdimAn ď asdimO with control function fn,
(3) for each n ě 1, the set An contains N10DpAn´1q,
(4) for each n ě 1 and U P U1, the set An contains each parallel copy of FU which
intersects An´1.
Assuming for the moment that we can construct such An, then the proposition follows.
Indeed, given R ě 1, we now show that the set An contains ψ´1pBpx0, Rqq for n ě 10D2R.
Let x P ψ´1pBpx0, Rqq, whence, by definition of d1, there exists a sequence x0, . . . , xk “ x
for which
řk´1
i“1 d
1pxi, xi`1q ď 2R. Using that X is a quasigeodesic space, we can suitably
interpolate between consecutive points in the sequence and find another sequence x0 “
y0, . . . , yk1 “ x so that řk1´1i“1 d1pyi, yi`1q ď 10D2R and for each i either yi, yi`1 lie in a
common FU for U P U1 or dpyi, yi`1q ď 10D. It is readily shown inductively that yi lies in
Ai for each i, so that in particular x P An, as required.
Fix n ě 1 and assume we have constructed An´1 with the desired properties; we now
construct An. Let A1n´1 be the 10D–neighborhood of An´1. Note that, for suitable k1n´1, f 1n´1
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depending on kn´1, fn´1, and D, the space A1n´1 is k1n´1–hierarchically quasiconvex and has
asymptotic dimension at most asdimO with control function f 1n´1.
Let M be a constant to be chosen later. We say U P U1 is admissible if whenever V P S
satisfies either U&V or U Ĺ V we have dV pρUV , An´1q ďM . The totally orthogonal collection
U Ď U1 is admissible if each U P U is admissible. For an admissible collection U we define
BU Ď X to be the set of all x P X so that
‚ dV px,A1n´1q ďM for each V K U ;
‚ dV px, ρUV q ďM whenever V P S and U P U satisfy U&V or U Ĺ V .
(Roughly, BU is the set of partial realization points for U whose projections lie close to A1n´1
except possibly in CU for U P U .)
Since An´1 is hierarchically quasiconvex, BH coarsely coincides with An´1. Let An “
A1n´1 Y
Ť
U BU , where the union is taken over all admissible collections U . The desired
properties of An, for suitable kn, fn, will be checked in the following claims.
Claim 1. If U P U1 has the property that FU ˆ teu intersects An´1 for some e P EU , then
FU ˆ teu Ď An.
Proof. For U as in the statement and M large enough, diamV pρUV Y piV pFU qq ďM whenever
U&V or U Ĺ V , by the definition of FU . Hence, since piV is coarsely Lipschitz and piV pFU q
intersects piV pAn´1q, we also have that dV pρUV , An´1q ďM . Thus U is admissible. Any point
x in a parallel copy of FU which intersects An´1 is readily seen to be in BtUu Ď An, as
required. 
Claim 2. For each admissible U P U1, the projections piU pX q and piU pAnq coarsely coincide.
Proof. Suppose that U is admissible and let p P piU pX q. Fix y P An´1 and define the tuple ~b
in the following way. Let bV “ piV pyq if V K U , bV “ ρUV if V P S satisfies U&V or U Ĺ V ,
and bU “ p. It is easy to check that ~b is consistent, using the definitions and Proposition 1.5.
Hence, forM large enough, realization (Theorem 1.12) provides us with a point x P X which,
by the definition of ~b, is contained in BtUu and has dU px, pq ďM . This completes the proof
of the claim. 
Claim 3. An is kn-hierarchically quasiconvex.
Proof. Claim 2 provides a constant C so that piU pX q and piU pAnq C–coarsely coincide. Also,
piU pAnq C–coarsely coincides with piU pA1n´1q when U is not admissible. This verifies the part
of the definition of hierarchical quasiconvexity governing projections; it remains to check the
part governing realization points.
Consider x P X so that dV px,Anq ď t for each V P S and some t ě 0. Let U be the
collection of all U P U1 so that dU px,An´1q ě 10ME. Note that each U P U is admissible.
We now show that U is totally orthogonal, thereby showing that U is admissible.
Since each U P U is Ď–minimal, distinct elements of U are Ď–incomparable. Hence
we only have to rule out the existence of U1, U2 P U so that U1&U2. If such Ui existed
then, up to switching U1, U2, we would have dU2px, ρU1U2q ď E by consistency and hence
dU2pρU1U2 , An´1q ě 10ME ´ 2E ąM , contradicting the admissibility of U1.
Let us now define the tuple ~b in the following way. For each V P S, let piV,An´1 be a
coarse closest point projection CV Ñ piV pAn´1q. Since An´1 is hierarchically quasiconvex,
this map is defined in the usual way when CV is hyperbolic, and is either coarsely constant
or coarsely the identity otherwise. We set bV “ piV,An´1ppiV pxqq if V K U . Also, we require
dV pbV , ρUV q ď 10E if V P S satisfies U&V or U Ĺ V . Finally, we set bU “ piU pxq whenever
U P U . It is easy to check that~b is consistent, allowing us to invoke realization (Theorem 1.12)
to get a point x1 P X . In fact, we have x1 P BU Ď An.
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We now bound dpx, x1q. In order to do so, by the uniqueness axiom, we can instead
uniformly bound dV px, bV q for each V P S. We consider the following cases.
‚ If V P U , then bV “ piV pxq, as required.
‚ If V K U then piV pxq is within distance t`10EMD of An´1, and thus within distance
t` 10EMD of bV “ piV,An´1ppiV pxqq.
‚ Suppose that there exists U P U with U&V . If, by contradiction, we had dV px, ρUV q ě
100ME, then by consistency we would have dU px, ρVU q ď E. Since by definition of
U we have that piU pxq is far from piU pAn´1q, we then get dU pAn´1, ρVU q ą E. By
consistency applied to any y P An´1, we get diamV ppiV pAn´1q Y ρUV q ď 2E. In
particular, dV px,An´1q ě 10ME, i.e., V P U , a contradiction.
‚ Suppose that there exists U P U with U Ĺ V . If, by contradiction, we had dV px, ρUV q ě
100ME, then any geodesic from piV pxq to piV,An´1pxq stays E–far from ρUV since
dV px,An´1q ď 10ME. Let y P An´1 be any point so that piV pyq “ piV,An´1pxq.
By bounded geodesic image and consistency (for x and y) we have dU px,An´1q ď
dU px, yq ď 10E, contradicting U P U .
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 4. An has asymptotic dimension ď asdimO with control function fn.
Proof. For i ě 0, we define Apiqn “ A1n´1Y
Ť
U BU , where the union is taken over all admissible
collections U of cardinality at most i. Observe that there exists I, depending only on the
complexity of pX ,Sq, so that Apiqn “ An for all i ě I. Hence it suffices to show, by induction
on i, that for each i ě 0, we have that asdimApiqn ď asdimO, with some control function f piqn .
When i “ 0, we have Ap0qn “ A1n´1, which we saw above has asymptotic dimension ď
asdimO with control function f p0qn “ f 1n´1. Suppose for some i ě 0 that we have asdimApiqn ď
asdimO with control function f piqn .
Write Api`1qn “ Apiqn YŤU BU , where U varies over all admissible totally orthogonal subsets
in U1 with |U | ď i ` 1. Note that asdimBU ď asdimO uniformly, since BU is (uniformly)
coarsely contained in
ś
UPU FU . By our induction hypothesis, for each r ě 0, we have that
NrpApiqn q has asymptotic dimension ď asdimO. Below, we will establish the following: there
exists K independent of r so that for all r ě 0, and all admissible sets U ‰ U 1 of cardinality
at most i, we have dpBU´Yr, BU 1´Yrq ě r, where Yr “ NKr`KpApiqn q. Given this, the Union
Theorem [BD01, Theorem 1] proves the claim, where the control function is fn “ f In.
In other words, it suffices to prove that there exists K ě 0 such that, if U ,U 1 Ď U1 are
admissible totally orthogonal subsets of cardinality at most i, then
NrpBU q XNrpBU 1q Ď NKr`KpA1n´1q YNKr`KpBUXU 1q.
Let x P NrpBU q XNrpBU 1q.
Let V P S. If V&U or U Ď V for some U P U Y U 1, then dV px, ρUV q ď λr ` µ, where λ, µ
depend only on M and the coarse Lipschitz constants for piV (which are independent of V ).
Since each U P UYU 1 is admissible, we then have dV pρUV , A1n´1q ďM , so that dV px,A1n´1q ď
λr ` µ`M . If V KU for all U P U or V KU for all U P U 1, then dV px,A1n´1q ď λr ` µ`M
by admissibility.
Suppose that V is 10pλr ` µM q–relevant for x, gA1n´1pxq, i.e., dV px, gA1n´1pxqq ě 10pλr `
µM q. If V R U (respectively, U 1), then the preceding discussion shows that for all U P U YU 1,
we have V ­ &U and U ­Ď V . On the other hand, there must exist U P U Y U 1 with U & V ,
whence V Ĺ U , which is impossible since U Y U 1 Ď U1. Hence any such relevant V lies in
U X U 1.
Let K 1 “ maxtλ, µ`Mu and let U X U 1 “ tUju. We have established that:
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‚ dV px,A1n´1q ď K 1r ` K 1 for all V for which there exists j with V&Uj or Uj Ď V ,
and indeed dV px, ρUjV q ď K 1r `K 1;‚ dV px,A1n´1q ď K 1r `K 1 for all V such that V KUj for all j;
Define a tuple ~t P śV PS 2CV by tUi “ piUipxq for all i, and so that tV “ ρUiV if there
exists i with Ui&V or Ui Ĺ V (for some arbitrarily-chosen i with that property if there are
many – the ρUiV all 10E–coarsely coincide, as can be seen by considering piV p
ś
iFUiq), and
tV “ piV pgA1n´1pxqq otherwise.
We claim that ~t is 100E–consistent. Indeed, let V,W P S with V&W or V Ĺ W or
W Ĺ V . If tV “ piV pgA1n´1pxqq and tW “ piW pgA1n´1pxqq, then we are done by the consistency
axiom. If V “ Ui for some i, then tW 10E–coarsely coincides with ρUiW “ ρVW as required. If
tW “ piW pgA1n´1pxqq “ piW pgq and V&Ui or Ui Ĺ V for some Ui, then tV “ ρUiV . For each j,
either WKUj or W Ď Uj , by definition. The latter is impossible since Uj P U1, and hence
WKUi. If V&W or W Ĺ V , it follows that ρUiV is 10E–coincident with ρWV . If V ĹW , then
V KUi, a contradiction. Finally consider the case where there exist i, j so that tV “ ρUiV and
tW “ ρUjW . If V Ĺ W , then W & Ui, so we can take Uj “ Ui. Then the claim follows by
ρ–consistency (Proposition 1.5). If V&W and dW pρUj , ρVW q ą 100E, then dW pz, ρVW q for all
z P PUj , whence dV pz, ρWV q ď E by consistency. But piV pzq 10E–coarsely coincides with ρUiV
since UiKUj .
Hence, by realization (Theorem 1.12), there exists y P X with dV py, tV q ď θ for all V . If
M ě θ, then y P BtUiu. The distance formula (with fixed threshold θ, independent of r) thus
provides K so that dpx,BtUiuq ď dpx, yq ď Kr `K, since dV px, yq ď K 1r `K 1 ` θ for each
V that is irrelevant for x, gA1n´1pxq and dUipx, yq ď θ for each i. 
Assertion (4) follows from Claim 1, assertion (1) follows from Claim 3, and assertion (2)
follows from Claim 4. Assertion (3) holds by definition. This completes the proof. l
5. Proof of Theorem A and Corollaries B and C
In this section, we fix a uniformly locally-finite discrete geodesic space X admitting a
δ–relatively hierarchically hyperbolic structure pX ,Sq of complexity ξ. Let U1 be the set of
Ď–minimal elements, so that CU is δ–hyperbolic for each U P S ´ U1. Let O be the set
of totally orthogonal subsets of U1 and let asdimO denote the minimal uniform asymptotic
dimension of tśV PVFV : V P Ou. For U P U1, by [BHS15, Lemma 2.1] and [BD08,
Theorem 32], we have that CU and FU are uniformly quasi-isometric and for V P O we have
asdim
ś
V PV CV ď ξmaxtasdim CV : V P Vu. Hence asdimO ď ξn, where n is the minimal
uniform asymptotic dimension of tCU : U P U1u.
Remark. In order to apply Corollary 3.3, we must assume that for each U P S with CU
a δ–hyperbolic space, the projection piU is uniformly coarsely surjective. By the proof of
Proposition 1.16 of [DHS16], we can always assume that this holds (see also Remark 1.3
of [BHS15]). Hence, in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we can make this coarse surjectivity
assumption and thus apply Corollary 3.3.
Definition 5.1 (Level, P`, ∆`). Define the level of U P S to be 1 if U is Ď–minimal and
inductively define the level of U P S to be ` if ` ´ 1 is the maximal integer such that there
exists V P S of level ` ´ 1 with V Ĺ U . Let P` be the maximal cardinality of pairwise-
orthogonal sets in S each of whose elements has level `. Let ∆` be the maximal uniform
asymptotic dimension of CU with U of level ` and CU hyperbolic.
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a uniformly locally-finite discrete geodesic space admitting a δ–
relatively HHS structure pX ,Sq and let ξ, n, and the ∆` be as above. Assume that n ă 8.
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Then asdimX ď nξ `řξ`“2 P`∆` ă 8. In particular, if pX ,Sq is an HHS, then asdimX ďřξ
`“1 P`∆` ă 8.
Observe that when pX ,Sq is actually an HHS, Corollary 3.3 automatically gives n ă 8.
Before proving Theorem 5.2, we record a lemma whose proof is an immediate consequence
of [CdlH14, Lemma 3.B.6].
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a (not necessarily locally-finite) pr0, r1q–discrete geodesic space with
a δ-relatively hierarchically hyperbolic structure pX ,Sq. Let U Ď S be closed under nesting.
Then pXU is quasi-isometric to a connected graph Γ, with constants independent of U.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Proposition 4.1, forR ě 0, x P pXU1 , we have asdimψ´1pB pXU1 px,Rqq ď
asdimO uniformly, where ψ : X Ñ pXU1 is the Lipschitz map provided by Proposition 2.2.
The space X is a geodesic space, by Lemma 5.3. Hence, we may apply Theorem 1.1, which
yields asdimX ď asdimO ` asdim pXU1 .
Now, by Proposition 2.4, p pXU1 ,S´U1q is an HHS of complexity ξ´1, and pXU1 is uniformly
quasi-isometric to a geodesic space (a graph) by Lemma 5.3. Observe that for eachĎ–minimal
U P S´ U1, we have that the associated subspace FU Ă pXU1 is uniformly quasi-isometric to
CU , and thus, by induction,
asdimX ď nξ `
ξÿ
`“2
P`∆`,
which is finite since P` ď ξ for all ` by [BHS15, Lemma 2.1] and ∆` ă 8 by Corollary 3.3.
This yields the desired bound for pX ,Sq an HHS, since then we may take n “ ∆1. l
In the case of the mapping class group, sharper bounds on the asymptotic dimensions of
curve graphs are known. Webb has a combinatorial argument which gives a bound which is
exponential in the complexity [Web15]. We will make use of a much tighter bound due to
Bestvina–Bromberg [BB15]. Using this we will now prove Corollary B:
Proof of Corollary B. We use the hierarchically hyperbolic structure onMCGpSq from [BHS15,
Section 11], where S is a surface of complexity ξpSq, and S is the set of essential subsurfaces
up to isotopy, and for each U P S, the space CU is the curve graph. Let L be the maximum
level of a subsurface, i.e., the maximal ` so that S has a chain U1 Ĺ U2 Ĺ . . . Ĺ U` “ S.
Let tU1, . . . , Uku be a collection of pairwise-disjoint subsurfaces, each of level exactly ` ą 1.
Then each Ui contains a subsurface U 1i of level exactly ` ´ 1, and the complement in Ui of
U 1i has level 1 unless it is a degenerate subsurface. Hence Ui contains at least `´ 1 disjoint
subsurfaces of level 1, so p`´ 1qP` ď L for all ` ě 2 while P1 “ L “ ξpSq (note, Ui contains
at most ` disjoint subsurfaces of level 1). As shown in [BB15], asdim CU ď 2`` 3 uniformly.
Thus ∆` ď 2`` 3, and Theorem 5.2 gives:
asdimpMCGpSqq ď 5L` L
Lÿ
`“2
p2`` 3q
`´ 1 ď 2L
2 ` 3L logL` 8L.
Observing that L ď ξpSq provided ξpSq ě 2 completes the proof. l
We now prove Corollary C:
Proof of Corollary C. As noted in [BHS14], Teichmüller space with either of the two metrics
mentioned is a hierarchically hyperbolic space; for details see the corresponding discussion
for the mapping class group in [BHS15, Section 11] which applies mutatis mutandis in the
present context. The index-set S consists of all isotopy classes of essential subsurfaces (only
non-annular ones in the case of the Weil–Petersson metric). For each U P S which is not an
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annulus, CU is the curve graph of U ; For annular U the space CU is a combinatorial horoball
over the annular curve graph. Observing that asdim CU ď 2 when CU is the horoball over
an annular curve graph, the claim now follows as in the proof of Corollary B, albeit with
an extra additive term of ξpSq since the lowest complexity terms have asymptotic dimension
2 in the present case instead of 1. (Since Weil–Petersson doesn’t have contributions from
annuli at all, one obtains a sharper bound than we record here.) l
6. Quotients of HHG
In this section, we study quotients of hierarchically hyperbolic groups. It will be a standing
assumption throughout this section that H is a hyperbolically embedded subgroup of the HHG
pG,Sq, as defined by the following, cf. [DGO11]:
Definition 6.1 (Hierarchically hyperbolically embedded subgroup). Let pG,Sq be an HHG,
let S P S be Ď–maximal and let H ď G. Given a (possibly infinite) generating set T of G,
then we write H ãÑ
hh
pG,Sq if the following hold:
‚ CS is the Cayley graph of G with respect to T and piS is the inclusion;
‚ T XH generates H;
‚ H is hyperbolically embedded in pG, T q. Recall that this means that CaypG,H Y T q
is hyperbolic and H is proper with respect to the metric dˆ obtained from measuring
the length of a shortest path γ Ă CaypG,H Y T q with the property that between
pairs of vertices in H X γ the only edges allowed are those from T .
Throughout this section we let N denote a subgroup N Ÿ H ď G, and we let pN denote
its normal closure in G. When dealing with different HHS structures S,T, and when it is
necessary to distinguish between the two, we will use the notation CSU, CTV for U P S, V P V
instead of CU, CV . Our main result is:
Theorem 6.2. Let pG,Sq be an HHG and let H ãÑ
hh
pG,Sq. Then there exists a finite set
F Ă H ´ t1u such that for all N Ÿ H with F X N “ H, the group G{ pN admits a relative
HHG structure pG{ pN,SN q where:
‚ SN “ pSY tgHugPGq{ pN and hence ξpSN q ď maxtξpSq, 2u;
‚ CSNSN “ CaypG{ pN, T { pN Y H{Nq, where SN P SN is Ď–maximal and T is as in
Definition 6.1;
‚ for each U P SN ´ tSNu, either CSNU is isometric to CSU 1 for some U 1 P S, or
CSNU is isometric to a Cayley graph of H{N .
In particular, if N avoids F and H{N is hyperbolic, then G{ pN is an HHG.
We postpone the proof until after explaining the necessary tools. The definition of the
index set SN in the above theorem means the following: by the definition of a hierarchically
hyperbolic group structure, G, and hence pN ď G, acts on S — see Section 1.2.3. Also, pN
acts on the set tgHugPG in the obvious way. Thus pN acts on the set SY tgHugPG, and SN
is the quotient of SY tgHugPG by this action.
Remark 6.3 (Geometric separation and quasiconvexity). Since H ãÑh pG, T q, we have that
H is geometrically separated (with respect to CS), i.e., for each  ě 0 there exists Mpq
so that, if diamCSpH X NpgHqq ě Mpqq, then g P H. Indeed, for any  ą 0, if we can
choose g so that diamCSpH XNpgHqq is arbitrarily large, then H contains infinitely many
elements h1 with dˆp1, h1q ď 2 ` 1, which is impossible. In fact, [Sis12, Theorem 6.4] shows
that CaypG, T q is (metrically) hyperbolic relative to tgHu, and in particular there exists M
such that H Ă CaypG, T q is M–quasiconvex, by [DS05, Lemma 4.3].
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Remark 6.4 (H is hyperbolic). In our situation, the hyperbolically embedded subgroup
H ãÑh pG, T q must be hyperbolic. This holds since pG, T q is already hyperbolic (even
before adding H to the generating set); thus, hyperbolicity of H follows from the fact that
H Ă pG, T q is quasiconvex and H acts properly (indeed, the word-metric dT restricted to H
is bounded below by the auxillary metric on H from Definition 6.1, which is proper). This
hyperbolicity is not a significant restriction on the subgroup, since it holds in the cases of
interest, including the case where G is the mapping class group of a surface and H – Z is
generated by a pseudo-Anosov element.
6.1. Pyramid spaces. In this section we define the pyramid spaces which are hyperbolic
spaces, associated to G and G{ pN . We also describe a new hierarchically hyperbolic structure
on G in which the pyramid space associated to G replaces CaypG, T q. We begin by recalling
from [GM08] the notion of a combinatorial horoball, and the attendant hyperbolic cone
construction from [DGO11].
Definition 6.5 (Combinatorial horoball, hyperbolic cone). Let Γ be a graph. The combina-
torial horoball HpΓq is the graph formed from Γˆ pNY t0uq by adding the following edges:
for each r P NY t0u and each vertex v P Γ, join pv, rq, pv, r ` 1q by an edge. For each r and
each v, v1 P Γ, join pv, rq, pv1, rq if dΓpv, v1q P p0, 2rs.
Given r P N, the hyperbolic cone CpΓ, rq of radius r over Γ is obtained from HpΓq by
adding a vertex v, called the apex of the cone, and joining v to each vertex pw, sq of HpΓq
for which s ě r. We endow CpΓ, rq with the usual graph metric.
Lemma 6.43 of [DGO11] says that for any choice of Γ and any r P N, the graph CpΓ, rq is
δ–hyperbolic, where δ may be chosen independently of Γ and r.
Definition 6.6 (Pyramid spaces PyrpGqr and PyrpG{ pNqr). For r ě 1, the pyramid space
PyrpGqr associated to pG, T q and H is obtained from CaypG, T q by attaching the hyperbolic
cone of radius r over each coset gH, with apex vgH . Let d4 be the graph metric on PyrpGqr.
Likewise, PyrpG{ pNqr is obtained from CaypG{ pN, T { pNq by attaching a radius–r hyperbolic
cone over each coset of H{N .
Proposition 6.7. There exists δ ě 1 with the following properties:
(1) PyrpGqr is δ–hyperbolic for all sufficiently large r;
(2) for each sufficiently large r ą 0, there exists a finite set Fr Ă H ´ t1u such that if
N X Fr “ H, then PyrpG{ pNqr is δ–hyperbolic.
Proof. Assertion (1) holds by [DGO11, Lemma 6.45]. To prove assertion (2), consider
the action of G on the δ–hyperbolic space PyrpGqr. By construction, the set tvgHu of
apices is G–invariant, 2r–separated, and each vgH is fixed by the rotation subgroup Hg, i.e.,
ptvgHu, tHguq is a 2r–separated rotating family in the sense of [DGO11, Definition 5.1]. Ob-
serve that [DGO11, Corollary 6.36] provides a finite set Fr Ă H ´ t1u such that tNgu is a
2r
δ –rotating family, with respect to the action of PyrpGqr, provided N ŸH avoids Fr. (This
means that ptvgHu, tNguq is a 2r–separated rotating family that also satisfies the very rotat-
ing condition of [DGO11, Definition 5.1].) Proposition 5.28 of [DGO11] provides r0 so that
PyrpG{ pNqr is uniformly hyperbolic when r ě r0. Enlarging δ completes the proof. l
Lemma 6.8. There exist Q, r0 so that CpH, rq Ă PyrpGqr is Q–quasiconvex if r ě r0.
Proof. Choose r sufficiently large so that PyrpGqr is δ–hyperbolic, using Proposition 6.7, and
let C be the hyperbolic cone of radius r over H.
Define a map l : PyrpGqr Ñ C as follows. First, for each x P C, let lpxq “ x. Next, for each
g P G, let lpgq be some h P H so that dCSpg,Hq “ dCSpg, hq. (This is coarsely unique since
H is M–quasiconvex in CS by Remark 6.3.) If gH ‰ H and py, nq P CpgH, rq is not the apex
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vgH , then let lpy, nq “ lpyq. By Claim 1, l sends gH to a uniformly bounded subset of H,
and we define lpvgHq to be an arbitrarily-chosen point in lpgHq.
Claim 1. There exists a constant K1 so that diamCSplpgHqq ď K1 for all gH ‰ H.
Proof of Claim 1. Apply M–quasiconvexity and separation of gH,H (Remark 6.3). 
Claim 2. There exists a constant K2 so that dCSplpxq, lpyqq ď K2dCSpx, yq for all x, y P G.
Proof of Claim 2. Apply quasiconvexity and the definition of l. 
Claim 3. There existsK3 so that, if r is sufficiently large, then d4plpxq, lpyqq ď K3d4px, yq`
K3 for all x, y P PyrpGqr.
Proof of Claim 3. Let rx, ys4 be a PyrpGqr–geodesic from x P G to y P G, so that rx, ys4 “
α1β1 ¨ ¨ ¨αnβnαn`1, where each βi lies in some hyperbolic cone CpgiH, rq and each αi avoids
vgH Y pgH ˆ r1,8qq for each coset gH (i.e., αi is a possibly trivial path in CS).
For each i, let βˇi be a geodesic in CS joining the endpoints ai, bi of βi (which lie in giH).
By Claim 1, we have d4plpaiq, lpbiqq ď dCSplpaiq, lpbiqq ď K1.
By Claim 2, we have dCSplpbi´1q, lpaiqq ď K2dCSpbi´1, aiq. Now, since αi is a PyrpGq–
geodesic, we have dCSpbi´1, aiq “ d4pbi´1, aiq, whence dCSplpbi´1q, lpaiqq ď K2d4pbi´1, aiq.
Finally, dCSplpbi´1q, lpaiqq ě d4plpbi´1q, lpaiqq, so d4plpbi´1q, lpaiqq ď K2d4pbi´1, aiq. Hence
d4plpxq, lpyqq ď K2 ři |αi| `K1n ď maxtK1,K2ud4px, yq, and we are done.
The other possibilities are that x P Cpg0Hq, y P Cpgn`1Hq or x P Cpg0Hq, y P G, so that
we consider paths of the form β0α1β1 ¨ ¨ ¨αnβnαn`1 or β0α1β1 ¨ ¨ ¨αnβnαn`1βn`1. We now
argue as above and conclude that d4plpxq, lpyqq ď 2K1 `maxtK1,K2ud4px, yq. 
The lemma follows easily from Claim 3. l
Remark 6.9 (Choosing r). Fix r as in Proposition 6.7 and assume r ě 109δEQ, where δ is
as in Proposition 6.7 and Q as in Lemma 6.8. Let PyrpGq “ PyrpGqr and, for each gH, let
CpgHq “ CpgH, rq Ă PyrpGq. Later, we will impose additional assumptions on the size of r.
Definition 6.10 (Push-off). Let α be a geodesic in PyrpGq with endpoints in G. The path γ
in CS “ CaypG, T q is a push-off of α if it is obtained by replacing sub-geodesics in hyperbolic
cones with geodesics in CS; we call these new subpaths replacement paths.
Lemma 6.11. Let Z be a δ–hyperbolic space and let Q be a collection of Q–quasiconvex
subspaces. Let α be a geodesic of Z and let H Ď Z be the union of α and every Y P Q with
αX Y ‰ H. Then H is pQ` 2δq–quasiconvex.
Proof. Let γ be a geodesic joining points h, h1 P H. If h, h1 P α, then we are done since
γ Ă N2δpαq. Next suppose h P Y, h1 P Y 1 for some Y, Y 1 P Q. Consider closest points p, p1 of
Y X α, Y 1 X α to h, h1 respectively, and consider the geodesic quadrilateral γρ1βρ´1, where
β is the subgeodesic of α from p1 to p and ρ1, ρ join h, h1 to p, p1. Then every point of γ lies
either 2δ–close to a point of β or lies 2δ–close to a point of ρY ρ1 and hence pQ` 2δq–close
to a point of Y Y Y 1. A virtually identical argument works if h P α and h1 P Y 1 P Q. l
Lemma 6.12. There exists C “ Cpδ,Qq so that, if r is sufficiently large, then the follow-
ing holds for all x, y P PyrpGq and all gH: if d4px,CpgHqq, d4py,CpgHqq ď 2δ ` Q, and
d4px, yq ě C, then any geodesic from x to y intersects CpgHq in an interior point of rx, ys.
Proof. Let x1, y1 P CpgHq satisfy d4px, x1q, d4py, y1q ď 2δ ` Q and let γ, γ1 be geodesics
joining x, y and x1, y1 respectively. Let α, β be geodesics joining x, x1 and y, y1 respectively.
Examining the quadrilateral αγ1β´1γ´1 provides a, b P γ so that d4pa, xq, d4pb, yq ď 10δ,
while d4pa,CpgHqq, d4pb,CpgHqq ď 2δ ` Q (by Lemma 6.8), and C ě d4pa, bq ě C ´ 20δ.
Suppose that the subpath ra, bs of γ from a to b does not enter CpgHq (except possibly at
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the endpoint). Then this path projects to a path of length at most KC `K, for K “ KpQq,
that lies in gH and joins points a1, b1 respectively at distance ď 2δ ` Q from a, b. Thus, if
r is sufficiently large, we have a path of length 2 log2pKC `Kq ` 1 in CpgHq joining a1, b1,
whence d4pa, bq ď 4δ`Q`2 log2pKC`Kq`1. On the other hand, d4pa, bq ě C´20δ, and
this is a contradiction provided C was chosen sufficiently large (in terms of Q and δ). l
Lemma 6.13 (Push-offs are close to CS–geodesics). Suppose that r is sufficiently large, in
terms of M, δ. Then there exists D, independent of r, so that any push-off of a geodesic in
PyrpGq that starts and ends in G is a pD,Dq–quasigeodesic and lies within Hausdorff distance
D (in CS) from a geodesic in CS with the same endpoints.
Proof. Let ra, bs “ α0β1 ¨ ¨ ¨αn´1βnαn`1 be a PyrpGq–geodesic with a, b P CS, where each
αi is a CS–geodesic and each βi lies in some CpgiHq. For each i, let βˆi be a CS–geodesic
joining the endpoints of βi, so that γ “ α0βˆ1 ¨ ¨ ¨αn´1βˆnαn`1 is a push-off of ra, bs. Let
H “ ra, bsYiCpgiHq, so that H is pQ`2δq–quasiconvex by Lemma 6.11. Let p : PyrpGq Ñ H
be the projection, and fix a 1–Lipschitz parameterization γ : I Ñ CS of γ.
Assuming r is large enough, we now define a coarsely Lipschitz projection q : CS Ñ I, with
constants bounded in terms of M, δ. The existence of such map q easily implies that γ is a
quasigeodesic with constants depending onM, δ only, and hence that it is also Hausdorff close
to a geodesic, as required. Write I “ A0YB1Y¨ ¨ ¨YAn´1YBnYAn`1, where γ|Ai “ αi and
γ|Bi “ βˆi. Given g P CS, if ppgq P αi, then let qpgq be chosen in Ai so that γpqpgqq “ ppgq.
Otherwise, ppgq P giH for some i, and we let qpgq be chosen in Bi so that βˆipqpgqq is the
closest-point projection of ppgq on βˆi, i.e., dCSpppgq, βˆipqpgqqq “ dCSpppgq, βˆiq.
Our goal is now to show that q is coarsely Lipschitz whenever r is large enough. It suffices
to bound |qpgq ´ qphq| for g, h P CS satisfying dCSpg, hq ď 1.
Let g, h P CS satisfy dCSpg, hq ď 1. Then there existsK “ KpQ, δq so that d4pppgq, pphqq ď
K. First of all, we show that we can bound |qpgq ´ qphq| whenever r is large enough in any
of the following cases:
‚ ppgq, pphq both belong to some giH,
‚ ppgq, pphq each lie on some αi.
In fact, in the first case we can use the fact that, provided r is much larger than K, we
have dCSpppgq, pphqq ď K 1 “ K 1pKq, combined with the fact that the closest point projection
on βˆi is coarsely Lipschitz. In the second case, the fact that ppgq, pphq are connected by a
subgeodesic of ra, bs of length at most K again ensures that dCSpppgq, pphqq ď K 1 “ K 1pKq
whenever r is large enough.
Up to switching g, h, there is only one case left to analyze: Suppose that there exists i so
that ppgq P giH, pphq R giH; then pphq P gjH Y αj for some j. Let a1 P giH be the entrance
point in giH of the subpath of ra, bs joining αj to giH. Then we claim that there exists
C 1 “ C 1pδ,Qq so that dCSpa1, ppgqq ď C 1. Since a similar statement holds for h as well if
pphq P gjH, following arguments similar to the ones above we can then easily get the required
bound on |qpgq ´ qphq| provided r is much larger than K and C 1.
Consider a geodesic quadrilateral determined by ppgq, pphq, a1, c, in that order, where c P
ra, bs and rc, a1s intersects CpgiHq only in a1, and either c, pphq P gjH or c “ pphq. Choose
s (independent of r) so that diampNQpCpgHqq XN2δ`2QpCpg1Hqqq ď s whenever gH ‰ g1H.
Suppose by contradiction that d4pa1, ppgqq ą 10δ ` s ` C ` K, for C as in Lemma 6.12.
Choose x, y P rppgq, a1s with d4pppgq, xq “ 3δ`K and d4pppgq, yq “ 5δ`K` s. Then, since
d4px, rppgq, pphqsq, d4py, rppgq, pphqsq ě K ` 3δ ´K ą 2δ, we have that x, y are 2δ–close to
ra1, cs or rpphq, cs. However, the former is ruled out by Lemma 6.12 since d4pa1, xq, d4pa1, yq ą
C ` 2δ and the fact that ra1, cs does not have interior points in CpgiHq. Hence we must have
pphq ‰ c, so that pphq, c P gjH, and d4px, rpphq, csq, d4py, rpphq, csq ď 2δ, which is impossible,
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in view of the definition of s, since d4px, giHq, d4py, giHq ď Q and d4px, yq ą s. Hence, we
showed dCSpa1, ppgqq ď C 1 for C 1 “ 10δ ` s` C `K, as required. l
6.1.1. An alternative HHG structure on G. It will be convenient to add the cosets of H
to the HHG structure of G and, to do so, we also must replace CS with PyrpGq. The
index set of the new structure will include S as a proper subset. For each element of
W P S ´ tSu, the associated hyperbolic space CW is the same in both structures; the
hyperbolic space associated to S will differ, so we denote the two spaces by CSS and CTS;
sometimes for emphasis we will, more generally, use the notation CSW and CTW to emphasize
which structure we are considering at the time.
Proposition 6.14. The following is an HHG structure on G:
‚ the index set, T, contains all the elements of S together with one element for each
coset tgHugPG;
‚ Ď and K restricted to S are unchanged, each gH is only nested into S and not
orthogonal to anything;
‚ CTS is PyrpGq, while CTU “ CSU for U P S´ tSu. Set CTgH “ CaypgH, T XHq;
‚ ρUV is unchanged for U, V P S´ tSu (when defined);
‚ for U P S, the map ρSU : PyrpGq Ñ CU is unchanged on CS Ă PyrpGq, while
ρSU ppgh, sqq “ ρSU pghq for each g P G, h P H, s ă 8 and ρSU pvgHq “ YhPHρSU pgHq;
‚ ρSgHpxq is the set of entrance points in CpgHq of all geodesics rx, vgHs, when x R
CpgHq, and otherwise ρSgHpxq “ gH, while ρgHS “ vgH ;
‚ ρUgH is ρSgHpρUS q for U P S´ tSu, while ρgHU “ piU pgHq for U P S´ tSu;
‚ piU is unchanged for U P S and is the composition ρSgH ˝ piS for each gH.
Before proving the proposition, we record two lemmas:
Lemma 6.15. There exists C ě 1, independent of r, so that for each x, g P G, the set
of entry points of PyrpGq–geodesics rx, vgHs in CpgHq is within Hausdorff distance C of
tx1 P gH : dCSpx, x1q “ dCSpx, gHqu. Hence there exists C with diampρSgHpaqq ď C for all
a, g P G.
Proof. This follows from M–quasiconvexity of gH in CS (Remark 6.3) and Lemma 6.13. l
Lemma 6.16. There exists C ě 1, independent of r, so that:
(1) diamCU ppiU pgHqq ď C for all g P G for all U P S´ tSu;
(2) for all g1H ‰ gH, x, y P g1H, and all geodesics rx, vgHs, ry, vgHs of PyrpGq from x, y
to vgH , the entry points ax, ay of rx, vgHs, ry, vgHs in CpgHq satisfy dgHpax, ayq ď C.
Proof. The first assertion follows from bounded geodesic image and the fact that H acts
properly on CaypG, T q. The second follows from Lemma 6.15 and Remark 6.3. l
We can now prove the proposition:
Proof of Proposition 6.14. All aspects of Definition 1.4 involving only the Ď,K,& relations
(but not the projections) are obviously satisfied. Note that G acts cofinitely on T and each
g P G induces an isometry CTU Ñ CTpgUq for each U P T. Abusing notation slightly, we
denote by gH the subgraph of CaypG, T q spanned by the vertices of gH, which is connected
since T XH generates H, and which is hyperbolic by Remark 6.4.
Projections piU are well-defined and coarsely Lipschitz: This is automatic for U P
S. For each gH and a P G, the projection pigHpaq “ ρSgHppiSpaqq “ ρSgHpaq is bounded by
Lemma 6.15. We now verify that pigH is coarsely Lipschitz; it suffices to verify that ρSgH is
coarsely Lipschitz on G Ă CS. Let γ be a geodesic in PyrpGq joining a, b P G, and let α be
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a push-off of γ, so that d4pa, bq “ |γ| ď |α|. By Lemma 6.13, α lies at Hausdorff distance at
most D from a geodesic α1 of CS, and the claim follows.
Lemma 6.16 says that piU pgHq is bounded for g P G,U P S, so ρgHU is coarsely constant.
Consistency: Let U, V P T and a P G. If U, V P S ´ tSu, then consistency holds
automatically. Hence suppose that U “ gH for some g P G. If gH Ĺ V , then V “ S. In this
case, pigHpaq “ ρSgHppiSpaqq by definition, so consistency holds. If U P S and V “ S, then
consistency follows easily from consistency in pG,Sq. There is no case in which V Ĺ gH.
Hence suppose gH&V . Choose b P ρSgHpaq, so that b is the entrance point in CpgHq of
some geodesic ra, vgHs. Then dU pa, ρgHU q “ dU pa, piU pgHqq ď dU pa, bq. If dU pa, bq ą E,
then ρUS lies 10E–close to a CS–geodesic from a to b, from which it is easily deduced that
dgHpb, ρSgHpρUS qq is uniformly bounded, as required.
The bound on dW pρUW , ρVW q from Definition 1.4.(4) holds automatically when U, V,W P S
and holds vacuously otherwise by the definition of the nesting relation in T.
Bounded geodesic image: If U, V P S´tSu and U Ď V , then bounded geodesic image
holds because it held in pG,Sq. Hence it remains to consider the case where V “ S. First
suppose that U P S and that γ is a geodesic in PyrpGq that does not pass pE`D`2rq–close
to ρUS . Let α be a push-off of γ and let α
1 be a CS–geodesic at Hausdorff distance ď D
from α, provided by Lemma 6.13. Then α1 cannot pass through the E–neighborhood of ρUS ,
for otherwise α would pass through the pE `Dq–neighborhood of ρUS , whence γ would pass
through the pE `D` 2rq–neighborhood of ρUS in PyrpGq. Hence there exists E1 “ E1pD,Eq
so that ρSU pα1q has diameter at most E1, by bounded geodesic image in pG,Sq (here, we mean
ρSU : CS Ñ CU). Each point of γ maps by piU to a point at distance at most C from a point
of piU pα1q, by Lemma 6.16, and we are done since ρSU pCpgHqq Ď piU pgHq for each gH.
Next suppose that U “ gH for some g P G. Let x, y P PyrpGq. A thin triangle argument
shows that if each geodesic rx, ys is sufficiently far from gH in PyrpGq, then the geodesics
rx, vgHs, ry, vgHs enter CpgHq at points ax, ay P gH with d4pax, ayq ď 100δ. Our choice of r
ensures that dgHpax, ayq is uniformly bounded, since points in gH at distance ă 2r in CpgHq
are at uniformly bounded distance (depending on r) in gH.
Large links: Let a, b P G and let N “ td4pa, bqu. We will produce uniform constants
K,λ1 and T1, . . . , Tm P S and g1H, . . . , gnH so that m ` n ď λ1N ` λ1 and dU pa, bq ď K
unless U “ giH or U Ď Tj for some i, j.
Fix a CS–geodesic γ from a to b. By Lemma 6.13 and Lemma 6.15, for each sufficiently
large K0 ą 2r there exists K1 so that either dgHpa, bq ď K0 or γ has a maximal sub-
path γg lying in the K1–neighborhood of gH (in CS), and the endpoints ag, bg of γg satisfy
dgHpa, agq ď K1, dgHpb, bgq ď K1. Let Gpa, bq be the set of gH with dgHpa, bq ą K0. Observe
that for all distinct gH, g1H P Gpa, bq, we have diamCSpγg X γg1q ď K2, where K2 depends
on K1 and the geometric separation constants from Remark 6.3. We note that K2 does not
depend on K0 and thus, by choosing K0 large enough compared to K2, we can ensure that
at most two elements of Gpa, bq simultaneously overlap. Observe that this implies that the
cardinality of Gpa, bq is at most 2 ¨ d4pa, bq.
Write γ “
´śk
i“1 αiβi
¯
αk`1, where each βi is a subpath contained in the union of sub-
paths γg, where gH P Gpa, bq, and Intpαiq is in the complement of the union of such paths.
By bounded geodesic image, Lemma 6.16, and the large link lemma in pG,Sq, there exist
T1, . . . , Tm P S such that dU pa, bq ď K0 unless U Ď Ti for some i, where m “ λtři |αi|u` λ.
Hence any elements U P T in which dU pa, bq ą maxtE,K0u is nested into one of at most
3 ¨ pλd4pa, bq ` λq elements of T´ tSu.
Partial realization: Let tUiu be a set of pairwise–orthogonal elements of T and let
bi P CTUi for each i. We consider two cases. First, if each Ui P S, then partial realization in
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pG,Sq implies that there exists g P G so that dUipg, biq ď E for each i and dV pbi, ρUiV q ď E
when Ui Ĺ V or Ui&V . Thus it remains to note that dCTSpbi, ρUiV q is uniformly bounded,
since CS ãÑ PyrpGq is distance non-increasing.
When tUiu “ tSu, partial realization holds for CTS since it held for CS. Hence it remains
to consider a coset gH and some gh P gH. Obviously gh P G has the correct projection
in gH. If gH Ĺ V , then V “ S and ρgHS “ vgH . Hence dCTSpgh, ρgHS q ď r as required. If
gH&V , then ρgHV “ piV pgHq Q piV pghq, as required.
Uniqueness: Let κ ě 0 be given and let θ “ θpκq be the corresponding constant from
pG,Sq, so that, if dGpa, bq ě θ then dCV pa, bq ě κ for some V P S. Hence we must consider
only a, b P G such that dGpa, bq ě θ but dCV pa, bq ď κ if and only if V ‰ S. Consider a
geodesic γ in PyrpGq joining a to b and a push-off α “ α0β0 ¨ ¨ ¨αnβnαn`1 of γ, where each βi
is a CS–geodesic joining two points in γ lying in some giH. Lemma 6.13 implies that α lies
at Hausdorff distance D from a CS–geodesic α1 joining a, b. By assumption, α1 has length
at least κ. Hence either |βi| ě κ for some i (i.e., dgiHpa, bq ě κ) or n ě κ for some uniform
 ě 0, and thus dCTSpa, bq ě κ. Thus for each κ ě 0, we have that dV pa, bq ě κ for some
V P T provided dGpa, bq ě maxtθpκq, θp´1κqu, i.e., uniqueness holds. l
6.2. Proof of Theorem 6.2. In light of Lemma 6.13, we now enlarge r so that r ě
109CDEQδ, where C exceeds the constants from Lemma 6.15 and Lemma 6.16. Let F be a fi-
nite subset ofH´t1u chosen so that for anyNŸH which avoids F , yields ptNg : g P Gu, tvgH :
g P Guq is a very rotating family (see the proof of Proposition 6.7); our choice of r ensures
that tvgHu is 200δ–separated. Let PyrpGq “ PyrpGqr, and let PyrpG{ pNq “ PyrpG{ pNqr,
where N ŸH avoids F .
6.2.1. Linked pairs.
Definition 6.17 (Fulcrum). Let x, y P PyrpGq and N Ÿ H. We say that the apex vgH
is a d–fulcrum for x, y if d4px, yq “ d4px, vgHq ` d4pvgH , yq and there exists h P gNg´1,
x1 P rx, vgHs, y1 P rvgH , ys with the following properties.
‚ d4px1, vgHq, d4py1, vgHq P r25δ, 30δs,
‚ d4px1, hy1q ď d.
A fulcrum is shown in Figure 2.
vgHx y
y1x1
hy1
Figure 2. A fulcrum.
Our assumptions onN and r mean that we have the following “Greendlinger lemma” [DGO11,
Lemma 5.10], which is formulated in our context as follows:
Lemma 6.18 (Greendlinger lemma). Let n P pN ´ t1u and let p P PyrpGq. Then one of the
following holds:
(A) any PyrpGq–geodesic rp, nps contains a δ–fulcrum for p, np; or,
(B) there exists vgH so that n P gNg´1 Ÿ gHg´1 and d4pp, vgHq ď 25δ.
In [DGO11], the first conclusion uses 5δ, but in fact the conclusion can be made to hold
for an arbitrarily small constant, and we use δ for convenience.
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Remark 6.19. For convenience, we can and shall assume that, for all U P S´ tSu and all
x P G, the sets ρUS and piSpxq consist of single points, and ρgUS “ gρUS and piSpgxq “ gpiSpxq for
all g P G. Indeed, equivariantly replace each relevant bounded set with one of its elements,
and adjust the constants of Definition 1.4 and Subsection 1.2.3 uniformly if necessary.
Definition 6.20 (Linked pair). Let U, V P S (resp. x, y P G, resp. U P S, x P G). Then
tU, V u (resp. tx, yu, resp. tU, xu) is linked if there does not exist a 10δ–fulcrum for ρUS , ρVS
(resp. piSpxq, piSpyq, resp. ρUS , piSpxq). We say the pair is weakly linked when there is no
5δ–fulcrum.
Lemma 6.21. Linked pairs have the following properties:
(1) for all rU s, rV s P S{ pN , there exists a (weakly) linked pair U P rU s, V P rV s, and the
same holds for pairs pNx, pNy;
(2) for any g P G the pair tgU, gV u is (weakly) linked whenever tU, V u is (weakly) linked;
the same holds for linked pairs tx, yu;
(3) if x P G and n P pN , then tx, nxu are not weakly linked and, in fact, have a δ–fulcrum
(and the same holds for x and xn since pN is normal).
Proof. Choose x, y P PyrpGq and suppose that vgH is a 5δ–fulcrum for x, y (i.e., x, y are not
weakly linked). Choose x1, y1 P rx, vgHs, ry, vgHs and h P gHg´1 so that d4px1, vgHq, d4py1, vgHq P
r25δ, 30δs and d4phy1, x1q ď 5δ. Then
d4px, hyq ď d4px, x1q ` d4py, y1q ` 5δ ď d4px, yq ´ 45δ,
so, by replacing x, y with x, hy, we obtain a closer pair of representatives of pNx, pNy. This
proves assertion (1) for weakly linked pairs. Repeating exactly the same argument with 10δ
replacing 5δ establishes the assertion for linked pairs.
For all x, y P PyrpGq, cosets g1H, and g P G, and d ě 0, observe that vg1H is a d–fulcrum
for x, y if and only if vgg1H is a d–fulcrum for gx, gy, which proves assertion (2). Assertion (3)
follows from Lemma 6.18. l
6.2.2. Proof of Theorem 6.2. Throughout this section, we say that N ŸH is sufficiently deep
if N X F “ H, where F Ă H ´ t1u is the finite subset whose exclusion from N implies that
ptgNg´1u, tvgHuq is a 200δ–separated very rotating family. We now define the hierarchical
space structure on G{ pN . By choosing N suffciently deep, we can ensure that, if g, g1 P G
differ by a generator in a fixed finite generating set, then g, g1 are linked.
Construction 6.22. The index set and associated hyperbolic spaces are defined by the
following, where pG,Sq is the original HHG structure and the modified HHG structure
provided by Proposition 6.14 is denoted pG,Tq:
(1) the index set SN is T{ pN ;
(2) for S “ tSu (the pN–orbit of S), let CS “ CaypG{ pN, T { pN YH{Nq — note that this
is quasi-isometric to PyrpG{ pNq;
(3) U P S{ pN , let CU “ pŮUPU CUq { pN — note that this is isomorphic to CU for some
(hence any) U P U;
(4) for U “ pNgH, let CU “ ´ŮngHPUCaypH, T XHq¯ { pN — note that this is isometric
to a Cayley graph of H{N ;
(5) for each U,V P SN , let U Ď V (resp. UKV) if there exists a linked pair tU, V u Ď S
with U P U, V P V so that U Ď V (resp. UKV ). If U “ pNgH, then we let U Ď S.
If neither U Ď V, V Ď U nor UKV holds, then we let U&V .
The projections are defined by taking all linked pair representatives:
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(6) piUpg pNq “ pŤpiU 1pg1qq { pN , where the union is taken over all linked pairs tU 1, g1u with
U 1 P U, g1 P g pN ;
(7) similarly, for U Ĺ V or U&V, ρUV is defined as
´Ť
ρU
1
V 1
¯
{ pN , where the union is taken
over all linked pairs tU 1, V 1u with U 1 P U, V 1 P V;
(8) finally, for V Ĺ U and pNx P CU, let ρUVp pNxq “ ´Ť ρU 1V 1px1q¯ { pN , where the union is
taken over all linked pairs tU 1, V 1u with U 1 P U, V 1 P V and x1 P pNxX CU 1.
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 6.2, we need several lemmas:
Lemma 6.23. If N is sufficiently deep, then for any U,V P S{ pN ´ tSNu and any U P U
there exists at most one V P V with dCSpρUS , ρVS q ď 10E, and hence in particular at most one
such V with U Ď V , V Ď U or UKV .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.18 that, for each n P N´t1u and x P CS, we have d4px, nxq ě
2r, and hence dCSpx, nxq ě 2r ą 10E. The last assertion follows from Definition 1.4.4 when
U Ď V or V Ď U , and from Lemma 1.8 when UKV ; in both cases ρUS and ρVS are E–close. l
Lemma 6.24. If N is sufficiently deep, then the following holds for each x, y P G: if
tU, piSpxqu and tU, piSpyqu are linked (resp. weakly linked) then either:
(1) tpiSpxq, piSpyqu is weakly linked (resp. has no δ–fulcrum), or
(2) there exists vgH with d4prpiSpxq, ρUS s, vgHq ď 40δ and d4prpiSpyq, ρUS s, vgHq ď 40δ.
The analogous statement holds when replacing x and/or y with an element of S´ tSu.
Proof. Let U, x, y be as in the statement and suppose that tx, yu is not weakly linked. By
definition, there exists a 5δ–fulcrum vgH for piSpxq, piSpyq. Consider a geodesic triangle in
the δ–hyperbolic space PyrpGq with vertices piSpxq, piSpyq and ρUS , with vgH P rpiSpxq, piSpyqs.
Choose x1 P rx, vgHs, y1 P rvgH , ys so that d4px1, vgHq, d4py1, vgHq P r25δ, 30δs and so that
d4px1, hy1q ď 5δ for some h P gHg´1.
ρUS ρ
U
S
x y x yhy
1
x1 vgH y
1
ď δ x1
hy1 y1
vgH
Figure 3. Finding an illegal fulcrum in the proof of Lemma 6.24.
If d4px1, rρUS , piSpxqsq, d4py1, rρUS , piSpxqsq ą δ, then the very rotating condition [DGO11,
Lemma 5.5] implies that vgH is contained in rρUS , piSpyqs and that vgH is a 10δ–fulcrum for
piSpyq, ρUS (witnessed by the same element h P gHg´1), contradicting that U, y are linked.
(See Figure 3.) Since the same argument works for rρUS , piSpyqs, we have
d4prρUS , piSpxqs, tx1, y1uq ď δ, d4prρUS , piSpyqs, tx1, y1uq ď δ,
and d4pvgH , x1q, d4pvgH , y1q ď 30δ, so the claim follows. l
Lemma 6.25. There exists K ě 0 so that the following holds: if x, g P G and U P S satisfy
d4prpiSpxq, ρUS s, vgHq ď 40δ then diamCU ppiU pxq Y gHq ď K.
Proof. Observe that rpiSpxq, ρUS s must pass through CpgHq, since d4prpiSpxq, ρUS s, vgHq ď 40δ
and r ě 109δ. Let a be the entry point of rx, ρUS s in CpgHq and let rx, as be the sub-geodesic
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joining x to a. Let ra, bs be the sub-geodesic of rpiSpxq, ρUS s that joins the entry point a of
rpiSpxq, ρUS s in CpgHq to the entry point b of rρUS , xs in CpgHq. Since d4pa, bq ě 2r ´ 80δ ą
1000CDEδ, we have dCSpa, bq ą 1000CDEδ. Combined with Lemma 6.13, this shows that
dCSpρUS , cq ą 100E for any c on a CS–geodesic from x to a. Hence dCSprx, as, ρUS q ą E,
so bounded geodesic image in pG,Sq implies that dU px, aq ď E, whence diamU ppiU pxq Y
piU pgHqq ď E ` C, by Lemma 6.16. l
Combining Lemma 6.24 and Lemma 6.25, and increasing C if necessary, yields:
Corollary 6.26. There exists C ě 0 so that the following holds for each x, y P G pro-
vided N is sufficiently deep. If tU, piSpxqu and tU, piSpyqu are linked (resp. weakly linked) but
tpiSpxq, piSpyqu is not weakly linked (resp. has a δ–fulcrum), then dCU px, yq ď C. The same
holds with x and/or y replaced with elements of S´ tSu.
Lemma 6.27. Let tUiuki“1 be a totally orthogonal set with Ui P S{ pN for all i. Then there
exist representatives Ui P Ui so that for all distinct i, j, we have UiKUj and tUi, Uju is a
linked pair.
Proof. This follows by induction on k, using Lemma 6.28. Indeed, when k “ 1, there is
nothing to prove. Suppose that we can choose the required Ui for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1. For each
i ď k ´ 1, choose U ik P Uk so that tUi, U iku is a linked pair and UiKU ik. Then for each i, j,
we have d4pρU
i
k
S , ρ
Ujk
S q ď 30E, so, by Lemma 6.28, the U ik all coincide, and we are done. l
Lemma 6.28. Let U P S and let n P pN . Then either nU “ U or d4pρUS , ρnUS q ą 100E.
Proof. If U ‰ nU and d4pρUS , ρnUS q ď 100E, then each geodesic rρUS , ρnUS s in PyrpGq fails to
pass through any apex, since r ą 109E. In particular, there is no 5δ–fulcrum for ρUS , ρnUS “
nρUS . Thus, by Lemma 6.18, there exists vgH so that n P gNg´1 and d4pρUS , vgHq ď 25δ.
But this is impossible, since ρUS P CS lies at distance at least r ą 109δ from any apex. l
Lemma 6.29. There exists C 1 so that the following holds. Let tg, g1u be d4–minimal rep-
resentatives of g pN, g1 pN and let U P T satisfy dU pg, g1q ą C 1. Then tU, gu and tU, g1u are
linked.
Proof. Consider a geodesic triangle in PyrpGq formed by g, g1, ρUS . Suppose tU, gu is not
linked, so rρUS , g1s contains a 10δ–fulcrum v “ vg2H for tU, g1u. If rg, ρUS s passes 40δ–close to
v, then Lemma 6.25 shows that piU pgq, piU pg1q coarsely coincide with ρg2HU . Otherwise, rρUS , g1s
contains a length–60δ subpath, centered at v and contained in Nδprg, g1sq. Using the notation
of Definition 6.17, let h P Ng2 , x1, y1 P rρUS , gs witness the fact that v is a 10δ–fulcrum for
ρUS , g
1, with y1 between v and g1. Choose x2, y2 P rg, g1s with d4px1, x2q, d4py1, y2q ď δ. Then
d4pg, hg1q ď d4pg, x2q ` d4py2, g1q ` 12δ ă d4pg, g1q, contradicting our choice of g, g1. l
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 6.2:
Proof of Theorem 6.2. The claimed hierarchical space structure pG{ pN,SN q is described in
Construction 6.22. Observe that each CU is uniformly hyperbolic by definition whenU “ pNU
for some U P S´tSu. Moreover, CS is hyperbolic by Proposition 6.7. If U P SN arose from
a coset of H{N , then U is necessarily Ď–minimal. Hence, if pG{ pN,SN q is a hierarchical
space structure, then it is a relatively hierarchically hyperbolic space structure. Moreover,
G{ pN acts on SN and, for each g P G{ pN andU P SN , it is easily seen that there is an induced
isometry CU Ñ CgU so that the required diagrams from Section 1.2.3 coarsely commute.
Hence it suffices to show that pG{ pN,SN q is a hierarchical space.
We observe that if tU, xu is linked and tU, nxu is weakly linked, then dU px, nxq ď C, for
C as in Corollary 6.26. In fact, tx, nxu has a δ–fuclrum by Lemma 6.18.
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Verifying Definition 1.4.(1): To finish proving that pG{ pN,SN q satisfies the projections
axiom, we must check that each piU sends points to uniformly bounded sets and is uniformly
coarsely Lipschitz. Let U P SN , then for each g P G we have that piUpg pNq is uniformly
bounded by Corollary 6.26 and Lemma 6.21.(3).
We now show that piU is coarsely lipschitz. Let g pN, g1 pN P G{ pN . It suffices to consider the
case where d
G{ pN pg pN, g1 pNq ď 1. Choose representatives g, g1 that differ by a single generator
of G. Let U P T. Choose U P U so that tU, gu is a linked pair, so that since N was chosen
sufficiently deep, tU, g1u is weakly linked. Hence, the observation above shows dU pg, g1q ď C,
as required.
Verifying Definition 1.4.(2),(3),(5),(7): The nesting, orthogonality, finite complexity
and bounded geodesic image axioms easily follow from Lemma 6.23.
Verifying Definition 1.4.(4): We now prove consistency. Let U&V and g pN P G{ pN .
Also, suppose U P U, V P V and g have the property that tU, V u and tU, gu are linked; this
is justified by Lemma 6.21. If tV, gu is weakly linked, then, using the observation above,
consistency for U,V, g pN follows from consistency for U, V, g (Proposition 6.14). If not, by
Corollary 6.26 we have dU pρVU , gq ď C, and hence the consistency inequality holds.
Now suppose that U Ĺ V and g pN P G{ pN . Also, suppose U P U, V P V and g have the
property that tU, V u and tU, gu are linked and U Ĺ V . If tV, gu is a weakly linked pair, then
consistency follows from consistency for U, V, g. Otherwise, apply Corollary 6.26 as above.
If U Ď V and W satisfies either V Ĺ W or V&W and W & U, then dWpρUW, ρVWq is
uniformly bounded by a similar argument. This completes the proof of consistency.
Verifying Definition 1.4.(6): Let g pN, g1 pN P G{ pN and let W P SN . We divide into
three cases according to whether CW “ g2H{N for some g2, or CW “ CW for someW PW,
or CW “ PyrpG{ pNq. In the first case, nothing is properly nested into W and we are done.
Consider the second case, and choose g, g1 P g pN, g1 pN and W,W 1 PW so that tW, gu and
tW 1, g1u are linked pairs. By translating, we may assume that W “W 1, and dWpg pN, g1 pNq “
dW pg, g1q by definition. Hence the large link lemma in pG,Tq provides T1, . . . ,Tk ĹW, with
Ti represented by some Ti P S so that if U ĹW , then dU pg, g1q ą E only if U Ď Ti for some i.
Suppose that dUpg pN, g1 pNq ą E` 2C for some U ĹW. Then there exist g1, g11 P g pN, g1 pN so
that g1, g11 are both linked to some U P U with U ĹW . Lemma 6.21.(3) and Corollary 6.26
imply that piU pgq, piU pg1q C–coarsely coincide, and the same is true for piU pg1q, piU pg11q, so U
must be nested in some Ti. Since ρUS and ρ
Ti
S coarsely coincide, it follows that U, Ti is a linked
pair and thus U Ď Ti.
Consider the third case. Let g, g1 P g pN, g1 pN be minimal-distance (in d4) representatives.
Observe that tg, g1u is a linked pair and that d4pg, g1q “ d4N pg pN, g1 pNq, where d4N is the
metric on PyrpG{ pNq. The claim follows from the large link lemma in pG,Tq as above.
Verifying Definition 1.4.(8): Let tUiuki“1 be a totally orthogonal subset of T{ pN . If
Ui R S{ pN for some i, then k “ 1 and partial realization obviously holds. Hence suppose
that Ui P S{ pN for all i. Then, by Lemma 6.27, for each i ď k, there exists Ui P Ui so that
for all distinct i, j, we have UiKUj and tUi, Uju is a linked pair. The claim now follows from
partial realization in pG,Tq.
Verifying Definition 1.4.(9): Let g pN, g1 pN P G{ pN and let κ ě 0. Suppose that for
all U P T, we have dUpg pN, g1 pNq ď κ. Let g, g1 P g pN, g1 pN be minimal-distance (in d4)
representatives.
We now show that piU pgq, piU pg1q are pκ`C 1q–close in every U P S, for C 1 as in Lemma 6.29.
By uniqueness in pG,Tq, it follows that dGpg, g1q ď θpκ ` C 1q, which implies the required
bound on d
G{ pN pg pN, g1 pNq.
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Since we chose g, g1 at minimal distance, we have d4pg, g1q ď κ. Suppose that there exists
U P T ´ tSu with dU pg, g1q ą C 1. Then by Lemma 6.29, U is linked to both g and g1, and
hence dU pg, g1q “ dUpg pN, g1 pNq ď κ, as required. l
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